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IDENTIFICATION AND OPTIMIZATION OF THE DYNAMIC 
PROPERTIES OF VISCOELASTIC MATERIALS 

ABSTRACT 

In the automotive, railway and aerospace industries, interior noise is an important 
consideration in design and operation. Among the available technologies to reduce the 
structure-borne vibration and noise, the use of Metal-Polymer Sandwich (MPS) panels is 
attracting more interest from Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs). As for 
constrained-layer damping (CLD) treatments, besides developing more accurate models 
(theoretical and finite element) to simulate the vibroacoustic performance, it is very 
important to accurately identify the properties of the constituent materials of an MPS. 
Since the core materials in MPS exhibit viscoelastic properties which vary significantly 
with temperature and frequency, it is necessary to develop experimental and/or 
optimization methods to characterize the dynamic properties so that they may be well 
matched to specific noise and vibration control applications. This is the objective of this 
thesis. In this thesis, a simple free-free beam based setup, together with an identification 
algorithm has been developed to identify the dynamic properties of core materials from the 
measured frequency response functions. The setup involved circumventing some 
drawbacks of the traditional clamped-free setup. In particular, a new optimization method 
is brought forward wherein a four-parameter fractional derivative model plus a three-
parameter Williams-Landel-Ferry (WLF) equation are used to describe the temperature and 
frequency dependent behaviour of core materials. Therefore, few parameters are optimized 
for the temperature and frequency dependent properties. The objective function in the 
optimization is based on the so-called amplitude correlation coefficient which can be 
calculated directly by the frequency response functions. The normal mode superposition 
method taking the added mass into account, as well as Ross-Kerwin-Ungar (RKU) 
equations, as a solver, is used to calculate the predicted frequency response functions. The 
Pattern Search algorithm is used to find the best values of design parameters. This 
algorithm is a global optimization algorithm and is less sensitive to the initial values of 
design parameters. 

Numerical examples and tests on several MPS panels were used to validate the free-free 
setup and optimization method by systematic comparison with the ASTM E756-04 
Standard and with DMA when the latter is possible. However, with some MPS panels, the 
proposed method failed to provide satisfactory results. It was further postulated that the 
manufacturing process of these MPS panels may somehow have modified the properties or 
the constitutive law of the polymer itself. 

Keywords: viscoelastic materials, constrained-layer damping treatments, optimization, 
dynamic properties 
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IDENTIFICATION ET OPTIMISATION DES PROPRIETES 
DYNAMIQUES DES MATERIAUX VISCOELASTIQUES 

RESUME 

Dans les industries automobiles, ferroviaires et aerospatiales, le bruit interieur est une 
consideration importante dans la conception et le fonctionnement. Parmi les technologies 
permettant de reduire les vibrations et les bruits d'origine solidien, les panneaux sandwich 
metal-polymere -metal (MPS) ont de plus en plus d'applications. Pour les traitements 
amortissant contraints, en plus de developper des modeles plus precis (theorique et 
elements finis) pour simuler les performances vibroacoustiques, il est tres important 
d'identifler les proprietes du polymere constituant le coeur du MPS. Etant donne que ce 
coeur presente des proprietes viscoelastiques qui varient de fa?on significative avec la 
temperature et la frequence, il est necessaire de mettre au point des methodes 
experimentale et/ou d'optimisation pour caracteriser precisement les proprietes dynamiques 
de sorte qu'ils puissent etre bien adapte au controle du bruit et des vibrations. C'est 
l'objectif de cette these. Elle a permis de developper une methode d'identification basee 
sur un montage du poutre de libre libre et une methode d'optimisation operant directement 
sur directement les fonctions de reponse en frequence mesurees a differentes temperatures. 
En particulier, la methode d'optimisation utilise le modele de derivee fractionnaire a 
quatre parametres ainsi que 1'equation Williams-Landel-Ferry (WLF') de trois parametres 
pour decrire la loi de comportement du polymere en fonction de la temperature et de la 
frequence permettant ainsi de limiter 1'optimisation a peu de parametres. 
Des exemples numeriques et plusieurs mesures sur des MPS sont presentes pour illustrer 
la validite de la methode d'identification proposee. En particulier, lorsque possible, une 
comparaison systematiquement avec la norme en vigueur (ASTM E756-04) et la methode 
DMA est presentee. Toutefois, pour certains MPS, la methode proposee ne donne pas de 
resultats satisfaisants. II est alors possible d'imaginer que le processus de fabrication du 
MPS ait pu modifier les proprietes ou la relation contrainte-deformation du polymere. 

Mots Cles: materiaux viscoelastiques, traitements amortissant contraints, optimisation, 
proprietes dynamiques 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Backgrounds 

Interior noise is an important consideration in the design and operation of automotive, 

railway and aerospace vehicles. Interior noise in automobiles is mainly due to the vibration 

of different systems such as floor panels, body panels* engine mounts and suspensions, 

under various excitations (engine, power train, road inputs, wind, etc.). The vibration of 

these components is responsible for about 90% of the harshness-related acoustical energy 

in the vehicle interior. The interior noise is primarily controlled by the properties and 

complexity of the panels responsible for the acoustic radiation and the effectiveness of the 

attached soundproofing and damping materials. However, modern weight and space 

constraints require the optimal use of these materials and thus the development of new 

noise and vibration control strategies (Atalla, 2005). Vibration and noise in a dynamic 

system can be reduced by a number of means. These can be broadly classified into active, 

passive, and semi-active methods. Active control involves the use of certain active 

elements such as speakers, actuators, and microprocessors to produce an "out-of-phase" 

signal to electronically cancel the disturbance. The traditional passive control methods for 

airborne noise include the use of absorbers, barriers, mufflers, silencers, etc. For reducing 

structure-borne vibration and noise, several methods are available. Sometimes just 

changing the system's stiffness or mass to alter the resonance frequencies can reduce the 

unwanted vibration as long as the excitation frequencies do not change. But in most cases, 

the vibrations need to be isolated or dissipated by using isolator or damping materials. In 

semi-active methods, active control is used to enhance the damping properties of passive 

elements. Examples include electro-rheological (ER) and magneto-rheological (MR) 

fluids, and active constrained layer damping (ACLD) in which the traditional constraining 

layer is replaced by a smart material. The full-scale implementation of active and semi-

active control technology in vehicles and commercial airplanes has been slowed down 

because of the high costs and the complexity of the sound field in the cabin interior. 

Passive damping is, in general, simpler to implement and more cost-effective than semi-

active and active techniques which require on-line control. Damping can be added to a 

system by using special viscoelastic materials in a number of ways (Rao, 2002). Passive 

damping as a technology has been dominant in the non-commercial aerospace industry 
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since the early 1960s. Advances in materials technology, along with newer and more 

efficient analytical and experimental tools for modeling the dynamic behaviour of 

materials and structures have led to many applications such as inlet guide vanes of jet 

engines, helicopter cabins, exhaust stacks, satellite structures, equipment panels, antenna 

structures, truss systems, space stations, etc. Table 1.1 and Figure 1.1 show the current 

applications of these products in the automotive industry to reduce noise and vibration. 

Engines and powertrains Body structures Brakes, and accessories 
Oil Pans Dash Panels Brake Insulators 

Valve Covers Door Panels Backing Plates 
Engine Covers Floor Panels Brake Covers 

Push Rod Covers Wheelhouses Steering Brackets 
Transmission Covers Cargo Bays Door Latches 
Timing Belt Covers Roof Panels Window Motors 

Transfer Case Covers Upper Cowl Exhaust Shields 

Figure 1.1 Damping applications in the automotive body structure (Rao, 2002) 

For optimal passive damping treatments, damping can be added explicitly in the form of 

added treatments (spray, baked-on mastics, asphalt sheets, viscoelastic constrained layer 

patches, tuned viscoelastic dampers, etc.), embedded in the design of the structure 

(laminated steel), or indirectly added through the use of sound packages (damping added 

by foams, fibres, etc.). Damping treatments are believed to be most effective in reducing 

structure-borne noise at low frequencies. At high frequencies, they work in conjunction 

with the sound package to reduce air-borne transmission paths. Currently, the actual 

damping treatment and its nature vary with vehicle platforms and overall Original 

Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) practices. 
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There is a need to develop a robust strategy to select, locate and optimize the damping 

treatment over broader frequencies and temperatures. The first step into this direction 

concentrates on constrained and free layer treatments with an emphasis on Metal-Polymer 

Sandwich (MPS) panels. Indeed, the recent scale availability and use of steel/polymer/steel 

sandwich panels has motivated the need for the development of accurate prediction 

methods for vibration and acoustic performance. Optimizing and designing such materials 

requires a detailed and fundamental investigation of the mechanisms of damping materials 

and their interaction with the underlying vibration structures. 

1.2 Objectives of the thesis 

This thesis is part of a larger effort by the Groupe d'Acoustique et de Vibrations de 

1'Universite de Sherbrooke (GAUS) to develop in-depth knowledge of MPS panels and 

optimize their structural characteristics and vibroacoustic performance. The main objective 

is to develop, implement and validate a simple hybrid experimental-numerical method to 

identify the dynamic properties of polymer cores used in MPS panels. The specific tasks 

are: 

(1) Use of an experimental setup with free-free configuration for mobility 

measurement to obtain the accurate experimental input mobilities of MPS panels. 

In particular, the setup circumvents the drawbacks of the current ASTM E756-04 

standard; 

(2) Development of an optimization method to accurately identify the dynamic 

mechanical properties of viscoleastic materials sandwiched between two metal 

beams, by directly using the measured frequency response functions at various 

temperatures. Applying the temperature-frequency superposition principle, this 

optimization method should provide the temperature and frequency dependent 

properties of viscoelastic materials in the form of a nomogram (master curves); 

(3) Validate and discuss the advantages and limitations of the proposed method using 

various MPS and viscoleastic materials. A systematic comparison with the ASTM 

E756-04 Standard method and DMA when available should be used to make the 

comparison. 
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1.3 Literature review 

1.3.1 Damping mechanism 

Damping refers to the extraction of mechanical energy from a vibrating system, usually by 

conversion of this energy into heat. Damping serves to control the steady-state resonant 

response and to attenuate traveling waves in the structures. There are two types of 

damping: material damping and system damping. Material damping is the damping 

inherent in the material, while system or structural damping includes the damping at the 

supports, boundaries, joints, interfaces, etc., in addition to material damping. Various 

terms such as viscous damping, hysteretic damping, Coulomb damping, linear and 

proportional damping, etc. are used in the literature to represent vibration damping. There 

are various damping mechanisms available. One is the linear viscous damping mechanism, 

in which the viscous damping is linear so that the observed response does not change 

qualitatively as the amplitude of excitation increases, but only changes amplitude by the 

same ratio as the excitation changes. Another is the internal material damping mechanism 

which comes into play when metals, alloys and many other structural materials are 

deformed during vibration. This mechanism of damping is often very complex, and 

depends upon the metallurgical processing of the alloy as well as the exact composition 

(Zener, 1937, 1948, Nowick, 1953, Kimball et al., 1927, Lazan 1968). There is another 

damping mechanism, known as nonlinear friction damping which is very different from 

both viscous and internal material damping. When two rigid plane surfaces are in contact 

and slide along one another, the forces of interaction are generally very complex, arising 

from an extremely large number of interactions between microscopic 'hills' and 'valleys' 

during the sliding motion. It is generally neither feasible nor profitable to analyse such 

interactions in great detail, because this would require knowledge of the microscopic 

surface features, which is generally unavailable. Sliding friction can be used as a damping 

mechanism in vibrating systems, and can sometimes be very effective, particularly at high 

temperatures where other mechanisms may not be effective or desirable. However, the 

nonlinear nature of the equations of motion does lead to greater mathematical 

complications than are generally encountered. For details, see the references (Barron et al., 

1993, Srinivasan et al., 1982 Dowell et al., 1983). 
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Viscoelastic damping is a property exhibited by a wide variety of polymeric materials, 

ranging from natural or synthetic rubbers, through various adhesives to industrial plastics. 

Due to the long-range molecular order associated with their giant molecules, polymers and 

elastomers exhibit rheological behaviour intermediate between a crystalline solid and a 

simple liquid. Of particular importance is the marked dependence of both stiffness and 

damping on frequency and temperature. These polymeric materials offer a wide range of 

possibilities for producing the desired levels of damping in structures and machines, 

provided that the designers have sufficient understanding of the mechanical behaviour 

features which must be exploited efficiently in any damping design process. 

1.3.2 Modeling the dynamic mechanical behaviour of viscoelastic 

materials 

There are many models to describe the mechanical behaviours of viscoelastic materials, 

such as the complex modulus model, Maxwell model, Kelvin-Voigt model, the standard 

model which combines the Maxwell and Kelvin-Voigt model, fractional derivative model 

(Nashif et al., 1985, Jones, 2005, Ferry, 1970, Williams, 1964, Bagley et al„ 1979, 1983, 

Rouse, 1953, Ferry et al. 1955, Caputo, 1971, Bagley et al., 1979, 1983, 1986, Rogers, 

1983, Torvik et al., 1984, 1987, Pritz, 1996, 2003) and the Havriliak-Negami (HN) model 

(Havriliak et al., 1966), etc. 

When the strain-time history and the stress-time history are both harmonic, there exists a 

time or phase lag between the strain and the corresponding stress. For a viscoelastic solid, 

the phase lag implies that a velocity dependent term exists in the stress-strain relationship. 

The complex modulus model is motivated by observing the relationship between sinusoidal 

stress and sinusoidal strain in viscoelastic materials. The strain lags the stress and the 

imaginary part of the complex constant adequately describes this phenomenon. The 

limitation of the complex modulus model is that it is restricted to sinusoidal motion of the 

material. Crandall has shown that application of this method to the general motion of the 

material leads to serious mathematical problems (Jones, 2005, Bagley et al., 1983 

Crandall, 1963) 

There are some mathematical models to describe the behaviours of rheological systems. 

The simplest ones are single-parameter models: (i) an idealized spring which exhibits a 

restoring force linearly proportional to displacement and thus displays no damping 
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whatsoever, and (ii) an idealized dashpot, which produces a force linearly proportional to 

velocity. Obviously, neither of these models is adequate in representing the behaviour of 

most real materials. 

k ki 

c k2 c2 

(a) Maxwell model (b) Voigt model (c) Standard model 

Figure 1.2 Classical models of viscoelastic behaviour: (a) Maxwell (b) Voigt (c) standard 

The next most complicated models of rheological systems are the two-parameter models: 

(i) the Maxwell model, which consists of a spring and dashpot mechanical series and (ii) 

the Kelvin-Voigt model, which is comprised of a spring in parallel with a dashpot, as 

shown in Figure 1.2. The Maxwell model is a fair approximation to the behaviour of a 

viscoelastic liquid. However, as a model for a viscoelastic solid, it has several very serious 

drawbacks (Lazan, 1968): there are no means to provide for internal stress and for 

afterworking. The Kelvin-Voigt model overcomes these deficiencies and is a first 

approximation to the behaviour of a viscoelastic solid. However, it has the following 

disadvantage (Lazan, 1968): there is no elastic response during application or release of 

loading; the creep rate approaches zero for long durations of loading; and there is no 

permanent set irrespective of the loading history. It should be mentioned that the Kelvin-

Voigt model is the simplest one which permits representation as a complex quantity when 

subjected to sinusoidal motion. 

The standard 'classical' element, a combination of both Maxwell and Voigt elements, is a 

three-parameter model and models with many parameters and different combinations of 

both Maxwell and Voigt elements also appear. When only a very few elements are 

involved in the models, calculations are relatively simple, but the agreement with observed 

behaviour is usually poor, since the constant dashpot coefficient used implies a far too 

rapid variation of complex modulus properties with frequency. When distributions 

representing an infinite number of infinitesimal elements are used, the agreement with 

observation is greatly improved, but the mathematical complexity is increased. The use of 

v 
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a finite but substantial number of elements, typically from four to ten, does allow for 

modeling real complex modulus behaviour quite well, but a large number of parameters 

must be identified, and this can be quite tedious, though by no means impossible. An 

excellent account of the development of the classical models, based on spring-dashpot 

elements, for describing viscoelastic material behaviour has been provided by Williams 

(Williams, 1964). 

The classical models are still of valuable theoretical interest. However, modeling 

viscoelastic material behaviour has been greatly simplified in recent years, particularly 

with respect to the frequency domain, using the fractional derivative model instead of the 

classical approach. The fractional derivative model is based on the observed mechanical 

behaviour of many materials (Bagley et al. 1983). It is important to note that there is a link 

between molecular theories that predict the macroscopic behaviour of certain viscoelastic 

media and the fractional calculus approach to viscoelasticity. These molecular theories 

include the molecular theory for a dilute polymer solution developed by Rouse (Rouse, 

1953), and modified by Ferry, Landed and Williams (Ferry et al., 1955) for concentrated 

polymer solution and for polymer solids. The existence of a theoretical basis would be of 

substantial significance to the engineering application of these models, for it would 

enhance the degree of confidence with which one could extend their application to other 

materials and to other loading conditions (Bagley 1983). 

The general form of the fractional derivative viscoelastic model is: 

where D" <•> represents the a-order time derivative of the quantity; a„, and are 

fractional numbers; Eq and Et are material parameters. In Equation (1.1), the time-

dependent stress fields are related to time-dependent strain fields through series of 

derivatives of fractional order. Experimental observations indicated that many viscoelastic 

materials could be modeled by retaining only the first fractional derivative term in each 

series in Equation (1.1). The result is a viscoelastic model with five parameters: b, Eo, E\, 

a and /?. After transforming the equation from time domain to frequency domain, the 

fractional derivative constitutive equation can be expressed as 

M N 

(J{t) + < <7(0 >= E0s(t) +^EnDa" < £{t) > (1.1) 
m=1 

(1.2) 
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where a and s are the stress and strain in frequency domain, to is angular frequency, and 

i is the square root of -1. This model suggests that the frequency dependent modulus is a 

function of fractional powers of frequency. The five parameters are determined by a least 

squares fit of this model to the frequency-dependent mechanical properties of the material. 

In many cases, taking a = (5produced a very satisfactory fit (Bagley et al., 1983). 

The fractional derivative models have proven to be a powerful tool in describing the 

dynamic behaviour of various materials, namely metals, geological strata and glass 

(Caputo et al., 1971), especially polymers for vibration control (Bagley, 1979, 1983, 

Rogers, 1983, Bagley et al., 1979, 1984, Torvik et al., 1987). The advantage of the 

fractional derivative models is not only their capability for describing real dynamic 

behaviour, but that they are causal and simple enough for engineering calculations. 

Moreover, it has been established that the fractional derivative model with only four 

parameters can be used for describing the variation of dynamic elastic and damping 

properties in a wide frequency range, provided that there is only one loss peak (Pritz, 

1996); and the fractional derivative model with five parameters can be used to describe 

asymmetrical loss factor peak and the high-frequency behaviour of polymeric damping 

materials (Pritz, 2003). 

Another five parameter model was developed by Havriliak and Negami (HNM) (Havriliak 

et al., 1966). It is also the most widely used equation to describe the viscoelastic behaviour 

of materials. The complex shear modulus G* in HNM can be expressed in the following 

where Go and Gx are the lower and upper limits of dynamic shear modulus; / a n d fo are the 

analysis and reference frequencies and 0 < a and /? < 1. When a = p, it is equivalent to the 

four parameter fractional derivative model. 

1.3.3 Behaviours and typical properties of polymeric materials 

Unlike many other damping mechanisms, such as those discussed in the previous section, 

most homogeneous isotropic polymeric materials exhibit damping behaviour which 

depends strongly upon temperature and frequency, but is linear with respect to vibration 

amplitudes, at least within limits. Polymers are materials composed of long intertwined 

equation: 

(1.3) 
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and cross-linked molecular chains, each containing thousands or even millions of atoms. 

The internal molecular interactions which occur during deformation in general, and 

vibration in particular, give rise to macroscopic properties such as stiffness and energy 

dissipation during cyclic deformation, which is the damping mechanism for polymers. 

The specific mechanical behaviour of each polymeric compound is intimately related to 

the structure of the molecular chains and the links between adjacent chains. When a 

polymer specimen is subjected to a load, such as a step load, the molecules are disturbed 

from their initial equilibrium positions and, over time, they rearrange until a new 

equilibrium state is reached which creates the internal forces needed to balance the applied 

load. The time required to approach a specified close approximation to this state, for 

example 99%, is finite and depends on temperature as well as composition. Similarly, if 

the specimen is subjected to harmonically varying (sinusoidal) loads, the molecules will 

after some time reach a state of 'dynamic equilibrium' and respond 'in sympathy' with the 

exciting load. Again, the time to reach this state depends upon temperature and 

composition, but in this case it will also depend upon the frequency. 

Effects of temperature 

The temperature is perhaps the most important environmental factor affecting the dynamic 

properties of damping materials. This effect is shown in Figure 1.3 for a typical polymeric 

material with four distinct regions. The first region is the glassy state where the material 

has a very large storage modulus (dynamic stiffness) but very low damping. The storage 

modulus in this region changes slowly with temperature, while the loss.factor changes 

significantly with increasing temperature. In the transition region where the material 

changes from a glassy state to a rubbery state, the material modulus decreases rapidly with 

increasing temperature because the material softens and this increases the loss factor. 

Damping usually peaks at or around the glass transition temperature of the material. Some 

polymers can be made to have more than one transition region by changing the polymeric 

structure and composition to take advantage of the peak damping capacity in this region. In 

the rubbery state both the modulus and loss factor take somewhat low values and vary 

rather slowly with temperature. The flow region is typical for a few damping materials 

such as vitreous enamels and thermoplastics, where the material continues to soften as the 

temperature increases while the loss factor reaches very high values. 
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Figure 1.3 Variation of storage modulus and loss factor of a viscoelastic material with 
temperature (Nashif et al., 1985) 

Effects of frequency 

Experiments have shown that vibration frequency or loading rate has a significant effect on 

the damping and dynamic modulus of viscoelastic materials. The variation of the modulus 

and loss factor of a typical high damping material with frequencies over a range of three to 

five decades shows that for a material without the flow region, the effect of increasing 

temperature on the storage modulus is similar to the effect of reducing frequency. This 

behaviour provides the basis for the temperature-frequency superposition principle that is 

used to transform material properties from the frequency domain to temperature domain, 

and vice versa (Jones, 1990). 

. Effects of cyclic dynamic strain 

The effects of dynamic strain amplitude on the damping properties of materials are very 

difficult to measure. This is because high strain amplitudes usually result in high energy 

dissipation in the material, which causes the temperature of the material to rise rapidly, so 

that the two effects of temperature and strain amplitude are combined. In general, the 

variation of the damping properties with dynamic strain amplitude is similar to that of 

temperature. However, the effect is much smaller than that of temperature. The variation 

of the modulus with dynamic strain amplitude depends on the composition of the material 

(Nashif et al., 1985). 
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Effects of static preload 

The effects of static preload on the dynamic properties of materials are usually most 

important in the rubbery region. In general, the modulus increases with increasing preload, 

whereas the loss factor decreases (Nashif et al., 1985). 

Other environmental effects 

Not only do the complex modulus properties of polymers vary with frequency, temperature 

and strain amplitude, usually in a reversible manner, but various factors in the operational 

environment can lead to irreversible changes in the complex modulus. For example, 

exposure to hydrocarbon fluids, such as fuels and lubricants, may progressively and 

irreversibly damage the molecular structure over time, and this will be reflected as 

changing complex modulus behaviour with respect to temperature, frequency and strain, as 

well as deteriorating tensile, shear and tear strengths. 

Other environmental factors of concern include radiation (ultraviolet or nuclear, for 

example) and humidity in the atmosphere surrounding the application. If radiation is 

present, the damage may be progressive. If it is a case of humidity, the process may in 

some cases be reversible. In all cases, realistic simulations of expected operating 

conditions can establish whether particular damped products or systems will behave 

adequately. 

The Combined effects of temperature and frequency (Nashif et al., 1985, Jones, 2001) 

Using classical characterization methods for viscoelastic materials, the number and range 

of frequency and temperature data points are limited. It is therefore clear that the process 

of interpolation to intermediate temperatures, or extrapolation to frequencies outside the 

measured range could not readily be performed in a direct manner with any degree of 

accuracy. However, it is often more appropriate to apply the concept of temperature-

frequency equivalence (also known as the temperature-frequency superposition principle). 

The major hypothesis on which the principle of temperature-frequency equivalence is 

based is the assumption that complex modulus values at any chosen frequency f and any 
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chosen (reference) temperature T\ are identical to those at any other frequency^ at some 

different temperature T2 which must be selected, so that: 

G* ( / , , T]) = G* {f2a(T2)) (1.4) 

where ciTi) is to be determined. The factor fa(T) describes a simple operation combining 

the effect of both frequency and temperature into a single variable, which is referred to as 

the reduced frequency. 

The two most popular shift factors «(7) are used to describe the temperature-frequency 

superposition principle: WLF (Williams-Landel-Ferry) and Arrhenius Equations. The 

WLF equation can be expressed (ASTM E756-04, 2005): 

iog10[«(r)] = c , J (1.5) 
C2+T-T0 

where Ci and C2 are constants, and To is the reference temperature, all to be determined for 

the specific material. The reference temperature To can be chosen arbitrarily, but note that 

the values of the other parameters which best fit the test data will vary with the value 

chosen for Tq. 

The Arrhenius shift factor relationship is written as (ASTM E756-04, 2005): 

log w[a(T)] = TA 
v T tqJ 

(1.6) 

where T is the current temperature and T0 is any arbitrarily selected reference temperature 

(both in absolute degrees). TA is the activation temperature and it is related to the activation 

energy. In most practical cases, the difference between the 'best-fit' WLF equation and the 

'best-fit' Arrhenius equation is not very great (Jones, 2001 and ASTM E756-04, 2005). 

Once the parameters of the WLF or Arrhenius equations are obtained, the master curves 

(also known as the nomogram) which can display the modulus and loss factors in one 

diagram and make the data easy to be read will be created (ASTM E756-04, 2005). 

1.3.4 Damping treatment design 

Generally, viscoelastic materials are used to enhance the damping of a structure in two 

different ways: free-layer damping treatment and constrained-layer or sandwich-layer 

damping treatment. Although these designs have been used for over forty years, recent 

improvements in the understanding and application of the damping principles, together 

with advances in materials science and manufacturing technologies have led to many 
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successful applications. The key point in any design is to recognize that the damping 

material must be applied in such a way that it is significantly strained whenever the 

structure is deformed in the vibration mode under investigation. 

Free-Layer Damping (FLD) 

Figure 1.4 illustrates a portion of a structure with a free-layer, which is sometimes called 

extensional type damping treatment. The damping material is either sprayed on the 

structure or bonded using a pressure-sensitive adhesive. Examples include undercoating of 

automobiles and application of "mastics" to body and floor panels to provide damping. 

When the base structure is deflected in bending, the viscoelastic material deforms 

primarily in extension and compression in planes parallel to the base structure. The 

hysteresis loop of the cyclic stress and strain dissipates the energy. The degree of damping 

is limited by thickness and weight restrictions. 

Dam ping Material 

Base Structure / 

Figure 1.4 Free layer damping (Jones, 1996) 

The vibration analysis of a beam with a viscoelastic layer was first conducted by Kerwin 

and his colleagues (Kerwin, 1959, Ross et al., 1959). The viscoelastic characteristic of the 

material was modeled using the complex modulus approach. The system loss factor in a 

free-layer system increases with the thickness, storage modulus, and loss factor of the 

viscoelastic layer. Another interesting feature of the free-layer treatment is that the 

damping performance is independent of the mode shape of vibration for full coverage by 

the viscoelastic layer. It is however possible to optimize partial coverage for a particular 

mode or a limited number of modes (Lall et al., 1988, Kung et al., 1999). 

Constrained-Layer Damping (CLD) 

Figure 1.5 shows an arrangement of a constrained-layer damping treatment. This consists 

of a sandwich composed of two outer elastic layers with a viscoelastic material as the core. 
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When the base structure undergoes bending vibration, the viscoelastic material is forced to 

deform in shear because of the upper stiff layer. The constrained-layer damping is more 

effective than the free-layer design since more strain energy is consumed and dissipated 

into heat in the work done by the shearing mode within the viscoelastic layer. The 

symmetric configuration in which the base and the constraining layers have the same 

thickness and stiffness is by far the most effective design as it maximizes the shear 

deformation in the core layer. The constrained-layer design can simply be extended to 

include a) a stand-off damper in which a spacer is used in between the viscoelastic material 

and the base layer, and b) multiple damping layers, which are very effective for obtaining 

damping over wider temperature and frequency ranges. 

Constraining layer ~ Damping Material 

Base Structure 

Figure 1.5 Constrained layer damping (Jones, 1996) 

1.3.5 Theoretical and numerical models for sandwich and laminated 

structures 

There are many theoretical and numerical models to represent the mechanical behaviours 

of sandwich and laminated structures. The best known theoretical models have been put 

forward by Oberst (Oberst et al., 1952), Ross, Kerwin and Ungar (RKU) (Kerwin, 1959, 

Ross et al., 1959), DiTaranto (DiTaranto,1965), Mead and Markus (Mead et al., 1969), 

Yan and Dowell (Yan et al., 1972), Yu (Yu, 1962) and Ghinet and Atalla (Ghinet 2005). 

Mead (Mead 1983) provided a good review of the previous theories (DiTaranto, 1965, 

Mead et al., 1969, Yan et al., 1972). Among the best known numerical models are: the 

Golla-Hughes-McTavish (GHM) model; the Augmenting Thermodynamic Fields (ATF) 

model; the Anelastic Displacement Fields (ADF) model; the Augmented Hooke's Law 

(AHL) model; the Iterative Modal Strain Energy model, the Amichi and Atalla model 

(Amichi et al. 2009) and the Shorter's Spectral Finite Element Model (Shorter, 2004), 

among others. 
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The Oberst Equations 

Oberst appears to have been the first to investigate and apply free layer damping 

treatments (Oberst et al., 1952). He published a set of equations describing the damping 

contribution of a free layer damping treatment applied to a beam or plate, the 'Oberst 

equations', and used them to predict the performance of such damping treatments, and in 

reverse, to predict the damping properties of polymers from measurements of vibrating 

beams coated with the treatment. 

i A iB ^ Polymer 

y 
Metal 

'A' 'B' 

Undeformed Deformed 

Figure 1.6 Free layer treatment (non-deformed and deformed) (Jones, 1996) 

Figure 1.6 shows the configuration of a free layer treatment in the deformed and non-

deformed states. The Oberst equations are based on the assumption that plane sections 

remain plane and the amplitudes of vibration are small, as illustrated. The Oberst equation 

in complex format is then usually written as: 

EI (1 + iJj) = 1 + e2h2 (1 + irj2) + 3(1 + h2)' 
e2h2 (1 + it]2) 

1 + e2h2 (l + irj2) 
(1.7) 

V i 

where Hi, E\, p\ and H2, £2, pi are the thicknesses, Young modulus and densities of base 

beam and polymer material, respectively; h2 = H2 / H\, and e2 = E2 / E\. It is clear that, for 

free layer treatments, both e2 and h2 should be as large as possible, at least up to a certain 

point. The Oberst equations, while strictly applicable only to complete coverage of non-

stiffened beams or plates, are very useful even today for making rapid estimates of the 

effect of free layer treatments on modal damping, even for complex structures. 

The RKU Equations (Jones, 1996, Ross etal., 1959, Kerwin, 1959) 

Ross, Kerwin and Ungar appear to be the first to have published an analysis of a 

constrained layer treatment on a beam or plate (Ross et al., 1959). Mead (Richards et al., 

1968), Ruzicka (Ruzicka, 1961) and Grootenhuis (Grootenhuis, 1969), among many 
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others, investigated similar problems during this period. However, the RKU equations in 

their original form have become as significant as the Oberst equations during the past four 

decades, despite their limitations, of which the most notable is that the mode shape of the 

damped beam or plate must be sinusoidal. Even with this limitation, the RKU equations 

have become the basis of the vibrating sandwich beam technique for measuring the 

complex modulus properties of polymers over wide ranges of frequency and temperature. 

The constrained layer treatment in the deformed and non-deformed states is illustrated in 

Figure 1.7. 

>A <B 
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Figure 1.7 Constrained layer treatment (non-deformed and deformed) (Jones, 1996) 

In the deformation of a constrained layer treatment, plane sections across the three-layer 

system no longer remain plane, and the polymeric inner layer deforms in shear as well as 

in extension. The flexural rigidity of a three-layer beam is given by the RKU equation 

(Nashif etal., 1985): 

„ , _ M? _ H\ _ H 
EI = E, + E2 -2- + — 1 12 2 12 3 12 

3 -
H. 
12 1 + g 

+ EXHXD2 + E2H2(H2X -D)2 + E3H3{H3X -D)2 

E-.H {H2X-D) + E3H3{H3X-D) 

with 

and 

D E2H2(H2l -H3X /2) + g(E2H2H2l +E3H3H31) 
ElHl+E2H2/2 + g(ElHl +E2H2 +E3H3) 

Hn=——l + H2 H2l 

HX+H3 
g = -

(1.8) 

(1.8a) 

(1.8b, c, d) 
2 . 2 E3H3H2p 

where H\, E\, p\, H2, E2, pi and Hj, E-}, pi are the thicknesses, Young modulus and 

densities of base beam, core material and constraining beam, respectively, p is the 

wavenumber which is related to certain boundary condition. The parameter g is known as 
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the shear parameter. Due to the deformation mechanisms, the constrained layer damping 

treatment is more effective than the free layer damping treatment. 

Other Theoretical Models 

To establish the complex stiffness Equation (1.8) of a composite beam, Kerwin (Kerwin, 

1959) put forward to the following assumptions: (1) for the beam cross section, there was a 

neutral axis, whose location varies with frequency; (2) there was no slipping between the 

elastic and viscoelastic layers at their interfaces; (3) the major part of the damping was due 

to the shearing of the viscoelastic material, whose shear modulus was represented as 

G* = Gc(l + it]); (4) the elastic layers displaced laterally by the same amount; (5) the beam 

was simply supported and vibrated at a natural frequency, or the beam was infinitely long 

so that the end effects (beam fixation) could be neglected. Using the first four of the 

abovementioned considerations, DiTaranto (DiTaranto, 1965) proposed a sixth-order, 

complex, homogeneous differential equation in terms of the longitudinal displacement at 

the constrained elastic layer for the free vibrations of a three-layer beam. Damping of the 

beam is due to the complex shear modulus of the viscoelastic material. The solution of this 

sixth-ordef, complex, homogeneous differential equation subject to satisfying boundary 

conditions, yields the desired natural frequencies and associated composite loss factors. 

Based on the assumptions that shear strains in the face-plates are negligible, that 

longitudinal direct stresses in the core are negligible, and that transverse direct strains in 

both core and face-plates are also neglected, Mead and Markus (Mead et al., 1969) derived 

a sixth-order differential equation of motion in terms of the transverse displacement (other 

than the longitudinal displacement in DiTaranto's paper) for a three-layer sandwich beam 

with a viscoelastic core. They also found the mathematical expressions in terms of the 

transverse displacement for a variety of beam boundary conditions. 

Yan and Dowell (Yan et al., 1972) developed a fourth-order equation of motion for beams 

and plates. The face-plates' shear deformation effects, and longitudinal and rotary inertia 

were included to obtain sixth-order equations and then neglected so as to obtain a 

simplified four-order equation of motion. 

Mead (Mead, 1983) reviewed the previous theories of Yan and Dowell, DiTaranto, and 

Mead and Markus and stated that most authors have made the same basic assumptions: (i) 

the core which carried shear, but no direct stress, was linearly viscoelastic and had the 
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complex shear modulus Gc{\+irj)\ (ii) the face-plates were elastic and isotropic and 

suffered no shear deformation normal to the plate surfaces; (iii) the inertia forces of 

transverse flexural motion were dominant, with negligible longitudinal and rotary inertia 

of the face-plates and core; (iv) all points On a normal to the plate moved with the same 

transverse displacement; (v) no slip occurred at the interfaces of the core and face-plates. 

This set of assumptions is termed in the literature as the Mead and Markus (MM) model. 

In the reference (Mead 1983), special attention is devoted to the simplified Yan and 

Dowell model as well as the DiTaranto and the Mead and Markus models to be validated 

and compared with a more accurate differential equation that account for shearing and 

rotational inertia in the face-plates as well as a discrete displacement field of the layers. 

Mead also discussed the conditions and the ranges of validity for these models in 

comparison with the new accurate theory. He pointed out that the DiTaranto and the Mead 

and Markus equations yield reliable values provided the flexural wavelength is greater 

than about four face-plate thicknesses. The Yan and Dowell equations yield reliable values 

only at much greater wavelengths or when the central layer in the sandwich is very thick 

(Mead 1983). 

An analytical method considering flexural, longitudinal, rotational and shear deformations 

' in all layers of sandwich beams with multiple constrained layer damping patches was 

proposed by Kung and Singh (Kung et al., 1999). The method was verified by comparing 

results for a single patch with those reported in the literature by Lall (Lall et al., 1988) and 

Rao (Rao, 1978). Examples of experimental validation were also presented. 

Recently, two wave-based approaches have been proposed by Ghinet and Atalla (Ghinet 

2005). The first concerned the modeling of a thick flat sandwich composite; it used a 

discrete displacement field for each layer and allowed for out-of-plane displacements and 

shearing rotations. Good results were obtained compared to experimental data. The second 

concerned the modeling of thick laminate structures. Each layer was described by a 

Reissner-Mindlin displacement field, and equilibrium relations accounted for membrane, 

transversal shearing, bending, and the full inertial terms. The discrete displacement of each 

layer led to accuracy over a wide frequency range. The model was successfully validated 

with numerical classical spectral finite elements and experimental results. 

The analysis procedures discussed above are useful for examining the basic mechanisms of 

surface damping treatments and are applicable to problems involving specialized 

geometry, loadings, and boundary conditions. Even for simple geometries, algebraic or 
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numerical solution of the problem tends to be complicated and lengthy. In any case, these 

methods are not usable when the base beam or plate is a generally laminated composite 

(except Ghinet and Atalla (Ghinet 2005)). Practical problems usually involve complicated 

structural geometries and boundary conditions, and only a portion of the structure has 

damping treatment applied to it. Since much of the difficulty of analyzing a constrained 

layer damping treatment is due to complicated geometries, it is normal, as in the case of 

undamped structures, to look at finite element techniques for solutions to the problems. 

Using the finite element method, arbitrary boundary conditions and loadings can be 

modeled quite easily. 

To apply finite element analysis to the sandwich or laminated structures with viscoelastic 

cores, the key problems are the description of constitutive relationships of viscoelastic 

cores and the selection of elements of face and core structures. Another consideration is 

the computational cost. It is also an important issue. 

Among the finite element analysis of sandwich and/or laminated structures, Golla-Hughes-

McTavish (GHM) model (Golla et al., 1985, McTavish et al., 1992, 1993) is the most 

famous one to model the viscoelastic structures. The GHM model represented sandwich 

and laminate structures with a viscoelastic core by introducing internal variables to 

account for viscoelastic relaxation and, thus, damping behaviour. The material shear 

modulus function in the model can be represented as a series of mini-oscillatory terms, in 

the Laplace domain, as follows (McTav-ish et al., 1993) 

sG(s) = G ( l + Z a i (1-9) 

^ V s2+2^o)iS + cof J 

where Gx represents the relaxed modulus, or static modulus. It should be noted that, from 

(1.9), the unrelaxed modulus may be written as G0 = Gx( 1 + ^ . a , ) . Each mini-oscillatory 
term in the series is dependent on three material constants, namely a, , col and C,t, 

evaluated from curve-fitting of the viscoelastic material master curves. This method allows 

for both a good representation of the frequency-dependence of viscoelastic materials and 

time-domain analyses of the augmented systems, since all of its matrices are constants. 

The Augmenting Thermodynamic Fields (ATF) modeling method (Lesieutre, 1989, 1992, 

Lesieutre et al., 1989, 1991) was a time-domain continuum model of material damping that 

preserved the characteristic frequency-dependent damping and modulus of real materials. 

Motivated by results from materials science, the augmenting thermodynamic fields were 

introduced to interact with the usual mechanical displacement field. The methods of 
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irreversible thermodynamics were used to develop coupled material constitutive relations 

and partial differential equations of evolution. These equations were implemented for 

numerical solution within the computational framework of the finite element method. Like 

GHM, ATF employed additional coordinates to more accurately model damping. The 

primary difference between the ATF method and the GHM method is that ATM is a direct 

time-domain formulation, not transform-based, and yields finite elements using 

conventional methods. In addition, the 'dissipation coordinates' of GHM are internal to 

individual elements, while the augmenting fields of ATF are continuous from element to 

element, reflecting its basis as a field theory. Finally, because it was intentionally 

developed with second-order dynamics, the GHM method was quite compatible with 

current analysis methods, and has proven to be useful in practice. However, because of its 

second-order form, GHM is perhaps less efficient as a general model of material 

behaviour. 

The Anelastic Displacement Fields (ADF) model, proposed in these references (Lesieutre 

et al., 1995, 1996a, 1996b, Bianchini et al., 1995), was a time domain model for linear 

viscoelasticity. It was based on a decomposition of the total displacement field into two 

parts: elastic and anelastic. The anelastic displacement field was used to describe that part 

of the strain that was not instantaneously proportional to stress. The coupled material 

constitutive equations described the relationships between the total and anelastic stresses 

and the corresponding strains. The differential equations governing the behaviour of 

anelastic displacement field (relaxation equations) were developed in a form similar to 

those that governed the behaviour of a total displacement field (equations of motion), both 

involving the divergence of appropriate stress tensor. The boundary conditions for the total 

displacement field are the familiar ones of elastodynamics. The anelastic displacement 

field is effectively an internal field, as it is driven exclusively through coupling to the total 

displacement field, and could not be directly affected by applied loads. Because the total 

displacement field and the anelastic displacement fields can be treated similarly, the ADF 

model has led to more direct finite element development. 

Dovstam (Dovstam, 1995) proposed an isothermal, fully three-dimensional material 

damping modelling technique, to some extent an alternative to classic viscoelasticity. The 

method is formulated in the frequency domain as an augmented Hooke's law (AHL) with a 

constitutive matrix in which material damping was introduced by adding frequency 

dependent, complex valued terms to the classical material modulus matrix of Hooke's 

generalized law. The important advantages of the AHL formulation were that: it could be 
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directly implemented, as a complex valued constitutive matrix, in any finite element code 

incorporating complex node variables, complex element (material) properties and a 

complex equation solver. Spatial (i.e. element) and frequency dependent damping could be 

introduced in finite element models in a natural way without need for extra degrees of 

causality freedom. Problems in the damping description were avoided completely because 

the basic assumptions were formulated in the time domain, even though the resulting AHL 

formulation was a frequency domain method. Numerical tests and comparisons to one-

dimensional analytical solutions have been done with quite satisfactory results. For a more 

detailed review of the above models, see reference (Trindade et al., 2000). 

Bagley and Torvik (Bagley et al., 1983) introduced the fractional derivative model to the 

viscoelastical materials and applied this model to the analysis of viscoelastically damped 

structures combined with the finite element method. Galucio, Deu and Ohayon (Galucio et 

al., 2004) proposed a finite element formulation of viscoelastic sandwich beams using 

fractional derivative operators. In their model, the sandwich configuration was composed 

of a viscoelastic core (based on Timoshenko theory) sandwiched between elastic faces 

(based on Euler-Bernoulli assumptions). The viscoelastic model used to describe the 

behaviour of the core was a four-parameter fractional derivative model. To solve the 

equation of motion, a direct time integration method based on the implicit Newmark 

scheme was used. Numerical applications showed its effectiveness. 

Figure 1.8 Iterative modal strain energy algorithm (Trindade et al., 2000) 

Another method, known as the iterative modal strain energy model (Trindade et al., 2000) 

has also been proposed. In this model, the modal loss factor is approximated as the product 

of the viscoelastic material loss factor by the fraction of the dissipative energy, present in 
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the viscoelastic material, to the total strain energy. Following this definition, the iterative 

algorithm is proposed in Figure 1.8. Using this algorithm, undamped eigenfrequencies and 

eigenvectors can be correctly evaluated and a good approximation for modal low damping 

is obtained. In this method, the convergence was very fast, however, evaluation must be 

repeated for each frequency of interest. 

The above discussed the finite element method of sandwich structures with viscoelastic 

core. Several constitutive relations about the viscoelastic core materials have been brought 

forward to apply the finite element methods to the sandwich structures. Another important 

issue is the selection of the finite elements for sandwich structures. The classical modeling 

strategy uses solid elements for both the core and the skins. To save the cost of 

computation, the combination of beam (or plate, shell) elements and solid elements is used 

to discretize the sandwich structures. The beam (or plate, shell) elements are used for 

elastic face structures and the solid elements for viscoelastic core materials. In these cases, 

the beam (or plate, shell) element must be offset to account for coupling between 

stretching and bending deformation. Reference (Sun et al., 1995) by Sun and Lu has 

provided a detailed discussion on this issue. Further discussion can be found in references 

(Plouin et al., 2000, Balmes et al., 2002a, 2002b, 2004). 

Some authors have used the existing general purpose finite element analysis codes (such as 

MSC/NASTRAN) to study the sandwich structures with viscoelastic cores. Johnson and 

Kienholz (Johnson et al., 1982) used solid elements (Hexa8) for the viscoelastic core and 

quadrilateral thick shell element (Quad4) with offsets for the face sheets. Soni (Soni, 1981) 

used isoparametric thin shell elements (8-20 nodes) for the face sheets and solid elements 

(Hexa8) for the viscoelastic core that were fully compatible. Experimental data 

demonstrated these two methods on simple problems with good results. However, Mace 

(Mace, 1994) criticized these approaches as being too complex and costly to use. He 

developed a model based on the sandwich beam theory. His finite element analysis 

focused on a sandwich beam with only a very thin viscoelastic layer. He used five degrees 

of freedom per node. Good results were obtained compared to numerical methods. 

However, it was found to be less accurate compared to Johnson et al.'s method (Johnson et 

al., 1982). Moreover, Baber et al (Baber et al., 1998) presented a finite element model 

derived in much the same manner as the Mace model. It allowed for both thin and 

moderately thick viscoelastic cores and was accurate over a wide range of frequencies. 

However, this model contains 12 degrees of freedom per element so it is costly to use. 

Other contributions in this area have been by Zapfe and Lesieutre (Zapfe et al., 1999), 
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Trindade (Tridade, 2001), Daya and Potier-Ferry (Daya et al., 2002), and Sainsbury and 

Zhang (Sainsbury et al., 1999). However, these authors did not account either for the case 

of unsymmetrical structures or the curvature effect. 

Recently, Amichi and Atalla (Amichi et al., 2009) proposed a new sandwich finite element 

for the specific case of an unsymmetrical three-layered damped sandwich beam with 

internal viscoelastic damping. This model is based on a discrete displacement approach 

and accounts for the curvature effects. In this model, the C° continuous linear element was 

used to interpolate the in-plane displacement fields and the cubic element was used for 

transverse displacement field. The rotational influence of the transversal shearing in the 

core on the skin behaviours ensured displacement consistency over the interfaces between 

the viscoelastic core and the elastic skins, resulting in an accurate representation of the 

physics. The validity, accuracy and effectiveness of this model were demonstrated by 

some examples of sandwich structures with various geometrical and mechanical 

properties. 

Aside from these methods, there is another one useful in the study of the sandwich or 

laminated structures. Spectral analysis (Chatfield, 1984) is the synthesis of waveforms 

from the superposition of many frequency components. It has been developed as a method 

based on matrix method by Doyle (Doyle, 1997), called the Spectral Finite Element 

Method (SFEM). In two-dimensional media, the partial differential equations of motion 

are transformed to the frequency/wavemumber domain. The result is an ordinary 

differential equation with a single dependent variable - the frequency and wavenumber 

appear as parameters. The solution is often referred to as the kernel and the problem is 

solved by synthesizing the kernels appropriately to satisfy the initial and boundary 

conditions. The highly efficient fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm is used to 

reconstruct the time dependency and a Fourier series is used to reconstruct the spatial 

dependency. The solution to problems with arbitrary loading, both in time and space, is 

thereby made tractable. As in conventional FE methods, the nodal displacements in SFEM 

are related to nodal forces through a frequency dependent dynamic stiffness matrix. 

Primary studies in one dimensional waveguides could be found in Doyle (Doyle, 1988) 

and Doyle and Farris (Doyle et al., 1990). Wave propagation in multiply connected one-

dimensional higher order isotropic wave guides was studied by Gopalakrishnan et al. 

(Gopalakrishnan et al., 1992) and Martin et al. (Martin et al., 1994). In composites field, 

the SFEM was used to develop the Euler-Bernoulli beam (Mahapatra et al., 2000) and the 

Timoshenko beam (Mahapatra et al., 2003a), the beam with embedded delamination (Nag 
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et al., 2003) and the composite tubes (Mahapatra et al., 2003b). In two-dimensional cases, 

the spectral element for isotropic layered solids was formulated by Rizzi (Rizzi, 1989) and 

Rizzi and Doyle (Rizzi et al., 1992a, 1992b). Furthermore, two-dimensional isotropic 

plates and shells were analyzed by Doyle (Doyle, 1997). A spectral finite element model 

for analysis of flexural-shear coupled wave propagation was developed by Palacz, 

Krawczuk and Ostachowicz (Palacz et al., 2005a, 2005b). A spectral finite element of the 

longitudinal wave propagation in rods treated with active constrained layer damping was 

developed by Baz (Baz, 2000) and the spectral element for sandwich beams with passive 

constrained layer damping was developed by Wang and Wereley (Wang et al., 2002). 

Shorter (Shorter, 2004) developed a spectral finite-element method to calculate the 

dispersion properties of the first few wave types of a given laminate. In his model, a one-

dimensional finite element was used to model through-thickness deformation and 

exponential functions (propagating wave shapes) were used to handle the in-plane 

displacements. The dispersion equation for plane-wave propagation was formulated as a 

linear algebraic eigenvalue problem in wave number at each frequency of interest. The 

resulting eigenvectors and eigenvalues are computed using standard numerical routines 

and can be used to investigate the dispersion characteristics of the propagating wave types 

of the section. The damping loss factor of each wave type is estimated from the cross-

sectional strain energy distribution of the laminate. The proposed approach is well suited 

to modeling the structural-acoustic response of sandwich panels, constrained layer 

damping treatments, and general viscoelastic laminate sections in statistical energy 

analysis (SEA) codes. 

The above theoretical and finite element models can be used to obtain the vibroacoustic 

performance of sandwich or laminated structures if the accurate dynamical properties of 

face and core materials are provided. The determination of dynamical properties of the 

constituent materials, especially the properties of viscoelastic core materials is another 

very important issue. To determine them accurately, some experimental and inverse 

methods are necessary. For the experimental methods, Dynamic Mechanical Analysis 

(DMA) can directly obtain the results but is limited to very low frequencies. The 

frequency-temperature equivalence is used to interpolate data at higher frequencies. 

Another experimental method, known as Vibrating Beam Technique (VBT), can measure 

the properties at higher (operation) frequencies but it is an indirect method that needs to 

extract the results from the frequency response functions of composites. For more details 

about DMA and VBT, see Chapter 2. 
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For the inverse methods, a solver is needed to simulate the experimental data and thus 

calculate an objective function that should be minimized for extracting the material 

parameters. The abovementioned theoretical and/or numerical models for sandwich 

structures can be used as solvers after certain modifications are made. Although this thesis 

does not develop any new theoretical and/or numerical models, the above literature was 

provided to ensure a thorough view of the problem. In this thesis, the RKU equation and 

normal mode superposition method will be used as a solver because of their rapidity and 

cost-effectiveness. Other methods such as the FE and SFEM were also tested but discarded 

because of their computational and set-up costs. The accuracy of the RKU model is 

sufficient for the current application of this work (identification of core properties from 

beam tests). 

According to ASTM E756-04, and based on the RKU equation, the frequency response 

functions of the base and sandwich beams are measured and the dynamic properties of the 

core materials are extracted. There are a few issues such as the boundary condition control, 

modal property extraction, etc., which lead to less accurate results in ASTM E756-04. 

Therefore, to determine more accurate properties for core materials, some inverse methods 

(namely optimization methods) will be discussed in the following sections. 

1.3.6 Inverse methods (Maia et al., 1997) 

The theoretical and numerical (finite element) models are developed to reproduce the 

dynamics of tested structures. Assuming that the measurements are accurate and that the 

choen model may accurately predict the dynamic behaviour of the tested structures, the 

differences between the predicted and measured responses will result from incorrect 

parameter values in the theoretical and numerical models. Model updating (inverse 

method) is the set of techniques developed to find the correct values of these parameters. 

The specifications of the updated model have been summarised as follows (Ewins, 1990): 

1 a model which reproduces exactly all the measured modal properties; 

2 a model which reproduces all of the measured FRF properties; 

3 a model which is capable of reproducing all of the measured FRFs and/or 

modal properties; 

4 a model which, in addition to the above requirements, exhibits the correct 

connectivity; and, 
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5 a model which possesses all of the correct mass, stiffness and damping 

elements (and which is capable of reproducing all of the dynamic properties, 

including those which are yet unmeasured) 

It can be seen that each of these criteria becomes increasingly more difficult and elusive to 

achieve and as yet, no single strategy - which may include several techniques - has been 

shown to be systematically successful. Indeed, possible difficulties induced by both 

analytical and test data have been identified by several authors (Caesar et al., 1985, 

Ibrahim et al., 1987). There are three kinds of methods to describe the finite element model 

updating. They are as follows (Maia et al., 1997) 

1 Comparison methods - these are used for a preliminary assessment of the 

compatibility of the FE and experimental models; 

2 Location methods - these aim to provide information as to where differences 

exist between the two models without describing whether they are caused by 

mass or stiffness irregularities; 

3 Correlation methods - they attempt to apply localized perturbations to the mass 

and/or stiffness properties or to the elemental parameters of the FE model. The 

goal is to achieve a modal and spatial model which accurately represents the 

physical characteristics of the real structure. 

Comparison Techniques 

The first stage is to determine how closely the experimental and analytical models 

correspond. Comparison techniques are based on the orthogonality conditons 

[<PY[M\<P]=[I] and [<pf\_K\(p\ = [O)R] (1.10) 

where [q>] represents the mass normalised eigenvectors, either from test or analysis, and [7] 

and [cor] are the diagonal identity and eigenvalue matrices respectively. Using the 

experimental eigenvector matrix will cause conditions of orthogonality to be contravened 

since the experimental eigenvector matrix inevitably differs from the one produced by the 

analysis. This will result in off-diagonal terms appearing in the identity or eigenvalue 

matrix. Taking the mass orthogonality condition, the correlated modes can be identified by 

values of near unity and their degree of correlation by their deviation from this value. 
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The Normalised Cross Orthogonality (NCO) (Lieven et al., 1987, Ewins, 2002) is an 

extension of equation (1.10) where the modes are not necessarily mass normalised. This 

equation provides a clearer indication of modal correlation: 

where {•} indicates a vector. The NCO is real and bounded between 0 and 1. Arbitrarily 

scaled experimental and analytical modes {f*-}, and { f A } j are correlated, if their NCO 

value is close to 1 and uncorrected if the NCO value is small. 

The experimental and analytical models can also be compared by the Modal Assurance 

Criterion {MAC) (Allemang et al., 1982) which is defined as follows: 

( U 2 ) 

where {(px}i and {(pA}j are the experimental and analytical modes and '*' represents the 

conjugate of the quantity and {*}r the transpose of the vector {•}. The MAC is used 

extensively in the modal analysis community. Here, the modes may be complex. Its 

greatest advantage over the orthogonality-based formulations is that it does not require 

coordinate complete experimental data, or reduced structural matrices - partitioning of the 

analytical mode shapes is sufficient. Although highly effective for many structures, the 

MAC has been unreliable in the correlation of localised modes that are described by only a 

very few degrees of freedom (DOFs). 

The Normalised Modal Difference (NMD), proposed by Waters (Waters, 1995), is used in 

quantifying the accuracy of modal data without the use of FE system matrices 

Error{{(p})=NMD{{(px},{(pA}) (1.13) 

where the NMD between two modes \(px} and {<pA} is defined as 

where | |*| |2 means 2-norm of the quantity, and ^is the Modal Scale Factor (MSF), given by 

, = = (1.15) 

Physically, the NMD represents the fraction, on average, by which each DOF differs 

between the two modes. The NMD is closely related to the Modal Assurance Criterion 

according to the following formula: 
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NMD = J ^ ^ (1.16) 11 MAC 

Location Techniques 

Detecting the locations of differences between the test structure and the FE model is the 

most important task in the correlation procedure. Probably the simplest formal error 

location technique is the Coordinate Modal Assurance Criterion (COMAQ (Lieven et al., 

1988) which is expressed in the following 

/ \ 2 
I "CMF\ 11 

Y\<PA(hj)<p'x(Uj)\ 
COMAC(i) = (1.17) V ' "CMP 2"CMP V ' 

E M ' . y ) I Y&x&j)| j=1 7=1 

where CMP means the correlated mode pairs. The COMAC can be useful as a 

supplementary guide to error location, but has no physical basis. 

The Dynamic Force Balance method (Fissette et al., 1988) is an error location technique 

that does have a physical basis. The experimental modal parameters fail to satisfy the 

analytical eigendynamic equation due to errors in the FE model causing a residual force 

term 

lKA]-{cox)2
r[MA%>x}r={f} (1.18) 

Large residual components are taken to indicate regions of error in either mass or stiffness. 

The method is not widely used due to its bias towards predicting errors at anti-nodes. This 

method, like all methods based on the equations of motion, requires coordinate complete 

measurements. 

Correlation Techniques 

There are some approaches concerned with some of the techniques of optimization and 

other ways by which they can be applied to the correlation process. One of the earliest 

attempts to update FE models was proposed in 1978 by Baruch (Baruch, 1978). Baruch 

assumed that the mass matrix was correct and minimised the distance between the original 

and updated FE models defined by the Euclidean norm, 
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£ - [MA\21KX}-[KA\MAI (1.19) 

subjected to the constraints that the updated stiffness matrix is (i) symmetric and (ii) 

satisfies the orthogonality condition. The objective function is minimised using Lagrange 

multipliers to give the expression for the stiffness error matrix. A similar approach was 

later adopted by Berman (Berman et al., 1983) to update the mass matrix, and modified by 

Caesar (Caesar, 1988) to constrain the total mass of the system. These methods have been 

largely discarded in recent years because the updated spatial properties bear little 

resemblance to the ones in the original model. 

Soma and Gola (Soma et al., 1992) used an optimization approach similar to Baruch's 

modal based method that minimises the distance between the experimental and analytical 

models. Here, the objective function by which the distance is measured is based on FRF 

data. The function is chosen as the following summation over Nf frequency points. 

f = [W{<o)]{{ax{<»)l-k»},} (1-20) 

where {ax(co)}j and {aA(co)}i are the experimental and analytical frequency response 

functions and [W(a>)] is a weighting matrix. This distance is then minimised by the method 

of 'steepest descent' (Steuer, 1986). The major advantage with this method is that 

coordinate incompleteness can be easily overcome by partitioning the response vectors. 

With the development of the global optimization method, the global algorithms such as 

Genetic Algorithm (GA), Simulated Annealing (SA), and, Neural Networks Method are 

used for model updating. The use of Genetic Algorithms for model updating has been 

considered by several researchers (Nelder et al., 1965, Rajeev et al., 1992, Larson et al., 

1993, Friswell et al., 1996, Mares et al., 1996, Dunn, 1998). Most have tried the standard 

Genetic Algorithm on small problems, and have reported successful results. Levin and 

Lieven (Levin et al., 1998) have compared Simulated Annealing to Genetic Algorithms for 

model updating. For neural networks methods, see the reference (Atalla, 1996). 

The above discussion was a brief review of model updating concerning on principles. 

These materials are mainly from the reference (Maia et al., 1997). Chapter 3 will give 

some specific discussion of the methods selected for our particular problems. 
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1.4 Summary and scope of the thesis 

To accurately determine the dynamic properties of viscoelastic materials, experimental 

methods, theoretical and/or numerical models and optimization methods must be combined 

together. This chapter provided a general overview of the experimental and analytical 

methods in modeling and characterizing viscoelastic materials. The next chapters will 

provide details on applying these methods to the characterization of the viscoelastic 

materials in MPS panels. This thesis will be divided into three parts. Chapter 2 will 

describe two main experimental methods for the determination of the dynamic properties 

of viscoelastic materials: Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) and Vibrating Beam 

Technique (VBT), and discuss their characteristics and limitations. In Chapter 2, two 

variants of VBT with free-free configurations which can circumvent some drawbacks of 

the traditional clamped-free configuration shown in ASTM E756-04 will be discussed and 

one of them, the free-free configuration for mobility measurement, will be used to obtain 

the measured data for the identification of dynamic properties of viscoelastic materials in 

MPS panels. Chapter 3 will propose a new method to identifying the dynamic properties of 

viscoelastic materials. This method will be used to obtain the temperature-frequency 

dependent properties of viscoelastic materials using the experimental frequency response 

functions and the fractional derivative model as well as the WLF equation (based on the 

temperature frequency equivalence principle). A nomogram (also called master curves) is 

a direct result of this method. Numerical validation of this method is also discussed in 

Chapter 3. The performance of the method using typical MPS materials will be discussed 

in Chapter 4. Finally, some conclusions and future perspectives for this issue are provided 

in Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 2 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS FOR 

IDENTIFYING THE DYNAMIC PROPERTIES 

OF LINEARLY VISCOELASTIC MATERIALS 

2.1 Introduction 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, viscoelastic materials such as rubbers and plastics exhibit both 

viscous and elastic behaviours at various temperatures and vibration frequencies. 

Therefore, the elastic modulus and damping loss factors of such materials vary 

significantly with temperature and frequency. The complex elastic modulus, which 

combine the two kinds of dynamical properties, characterize the mechanical behaviour of 

such materials and play a great role in the structures which are added to such materials to 

reduce vibration and noise. Therefore, it is important to accurately identify the dynamic 

properties of these materials in order to match them adequately to specific noise and 

vibration control applications. 

Various testing approaches have been devised to measure the complex elastic modulus of 

viscoelastic materials. These approaches can be divided into: (a) direct methods, which are 

based on dynamic measurements of pure material samples; and (b) indirect methods, 

where the properties are inferred from dynamic measurements made on bars treated with 

the viscoelastic materials. With (b), to obtain the dynamic properties of typical viscoelastic 

materials, certain analytical functions which relate the properties of treated bar to raw 

viscoelastic material properties are required. 

One popular direct measurement technique is the Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA). 

In DMA, an oscillating force is applied to a pure material sample and the resulting 

displacement of the sample is measured. From this, the sample's stiffness can be 

determined. By measuring the phase lag in the displacement compared to the applied force, 

the damping properties can be determined. This is the most commonly used method 

nowadays. Samples can be either solids or melts. Most solids are tested by linearly applied 

strains and melts or liquids are normally tested in shear. 

The Vibrating Beam Technique (VBT) is one of the most popular methods among the 

indirect experimental methods for identifying the dynamic properties of viscoelastic 
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materials. In VBT, the treated beams (free or constrained layer), as long with the base 

beam (usually steel or aluminum), are tested at various temperatures and vibration 

frequencies. Based on the Ross, Kerwin and Ungar (RKU) analytical method (Ross et al., 

1959), the dynamic properties of viscoelastic materials are obtained in terms of the 

resonant frequencies of the base beam as well as the resonant frequencies and modal loss 

factors of the treated beam. 

This chapter will provide a brief description of the two popular methods (DMA and VBT) 

and discuss their characteristics. Since there are some drawbacks in the traditional VBT 

with clamped-free configuration (ASTM E756-04), two alternative experimental setups 

with a free-free configuration are introduced. One of them, the experimental setup with a 

free-free configuration for mobility measurement, combined with the optimization method 

(proposed in Chapter 3), will be used to identify the dynamic properties of viscoelastic 

materials. In this chapter, the free-free setup will be discussed in detail. 

Using DMA or VBT to characterize the dynamic properties of viscoelastic materials, the 

number and range of frequency and temperature data points are limited, clearly, the 

process of interpolation to intermediate temperatures, or extrapolation to frequencies and 

temperatures outside the measured range are possible. The viscoelastic materials we 

studied in this thesis are assumed to be governed by the temperature-frequency 

equivalence principle (see Equations (1.4), (1.5) and (1.6)). This principle will be used to 

describe the combined temperature and frequency effects of the properties and to extend 

the dynamic properties of such viscoelastic materials to the range of interest. 

Sections 2.2 and 2.3 will describe DMA and VBT with a clamped-free configuration. As 

alternative methods, Sections 2.4 and 2.5 will introduce two experimental setups with free-

free configuration to overcome some drawbacks of the traditional clamped-free VBT. We 

will discuss the experimental setup with free-free configuration for mobility measurement 

in detail since we will use the measured mobility for optimization. Finally, we will use an 

example to check the zero skin loss factor assumption in VBT (with both the clamped-free 

and free-free configurations). The nonzero skin loss factor effects can be overcome by the 

optimization method proposed in Chapter 3. 
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2.2 Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) (Menard, 1999, 2008) 

2.2.1 Concepts and Principles 

DMA can be simply described as applying a small, usually sinusoidal, oscillating force to 

a sample and analyzing the material's response to that force (Figure 2.1). From this, we 

can calculate properties such as the tendency to flow (viscosity) from the phase lag and the 

stiffness (modulus) from the sample recovery. These properties are often described as the 

ability to lose energy as heat (damping) and the ability to recover from deformation 

(elasticity). 

The applied mechanical load, that is, stress, elicits a corresponding strain (deformation) 

whose amplitude and phase shift can be determined. The complex modulus E* is the ratio 

of the stress and strain. It can be expressed in the following: 

applied stress phase lag -6 

Material 
fespcmse 

Figure 2.1 How a DMA works 

E* = E' + iE <tt (2.1a) 

(2.1b) 

E' = \E*\ COS S 

E" = \E*\sm5 (2.Id) 

(2.1c) 

(2.1e) 
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where E* is the complex modulus, E' and E" are the storage modulus and loss modulus, 

8 is the phase difference between the dynamic stress and the dynamic strain in a 

viscoelastic material subjected to a sinusoidal oscillation, tmS is the loss factor of the 

material, and <ja and Sa are the amplitudes of stress and strain. 

Table 2.1 Summary of techniques and calculations 
used to determine dynamic mechanical properties (ASTM D4065-01) 

Technique Input 
excitation 

Mode of 
oscillation 

Frequency 
range (Hz) 

Specimen 
size (mm) 

Oscillating 
strain 

Elastic 
component 

Damping 
component 

Dynamic 
mechanical 

analyzer 

Sinusoidal 
fixed or 
variable 

frequency 

Constant 
force 

amplitude; 
fixed or 
variable 

frequency-
tensile 

oscillation 

0.01-50 i = up to 2.0 
6 = up to 10 
L = up to 24 

r = up to 2.0 
L = up to 24 

MIL 

MIL 

Rectangular 
cross section 

E' = 
NLcosS/bt 

AIL 
Circular cross 

section 
E' = 

NLcosSIm* 
ML 

£" = NLsmS 
tbM 

Tan £ directly 
read 

E" 
=NL%mSl7tri 

AIL 
Tan S directly 

read 

Dynamic 
mechanical 

analyzer 

Sinusoidal 
fixed or 
variable 

frequency 

Constant 
force 

amplitude; 
fixed or 
variable 

frequency-
compression 

oscillation 

0.01-50 Up to 3*20 
t = up to 20 
6 = up to 10 
L = up to 1 -

24 
r = 1- 20 

t = up to 20 

MIL 

MIL 

Rectangular 
cross section 

£ ' = 
NLcosS/tb 

AIL 
Circular cross 

section 
E' = 

NLcosSIm* 
AIL 

E" = NLsinSI 
tbM 

Tan S directly 
read 

E" 
=NLsm8l Ttr1 

ML 
Tan <5 directly 

read 

Dynamic 
mechanical 

analyzer 

Sinusoidal 
fixed or 
variable 

frequency 

Constant 
force 

amplitude; 
fixed or 
variable 

frequency-
flexural 

oscillation 

0.01-50 / = up to 24 
A = up to 10 
L = up to 20 

r = up to 5 
L = up to 20 

3 tall} 

3ra/L 

Rectangular 
cross section 
E' = NL\osSI 

2 b?a 

Circular cross 
section 
E' = 

4M.3cos£/3a/ 

£" = M/simy 
Ibfa 

Tan <5 directly 
read 

£ " = 
4M,3cos<5/3a/-4 

Tan 5 directly 
read 

Mechanical 
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There are basically two types of DMA measurements. Deformation-controlled tests apply 

a sinusoidal deformation to the specimen and measure the stress. Force-controlled tests 

apply a dynamic sinusoidal stress and measure the deformation. Dynamic load may 

essentially be achieved in free or in forced vibration. The function of the apparatus is to 

hold a plastic specimen of uniform cross section, so that the specimen acts as the elastic 
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and dissipative element in a mechanically oscillated system. Instruments of this type are 

commonly called dynamic mechanical or dynamic thermomechanical analyzers. They 

typically operate in one of seven oscillatory modes: (1) freely decaying torsional 

oscillation, (2) forced constant amplitude, resonant, flexural oscillation, (3) forced constant 

amplitude, fixed frequency, compressive oscillation, (4) forced constant amplitude, fixed 

frequency, flexural oscillation, (5) forced, constant amplitude, fixed frequency, tensile 

oscillation, (6) forced constant amplitude, fixed frequency, torsional oscillation, and, (7) 

forced constant amplitude, fixed frequency, or variable frequency dual cantilever. Table 

2.1 lists some DMA techniques and calculations used to determine dynamic mechanical 

properties. For more details, please refer to the reference (ASTM D4065-01). 

2.2.2 Data presentation using reduced-frequency nomogram 

The reduced-frequency nomogram (master curves) is a data presentation method that 

allows the lengthy table of loss factors and modulus data obtained at various frequencies 

and temperatures to be represented as two curves: one is the modulus versus reduced 

frequency curve and the other the loss factor versus reduced frequency curve. This permits 

the extrapolation of data to frequency, or temperature ranges where test data are not 

available. To create the master curves, a shift factor function, such as the WLF equation or 

Arrhenius equation, is necessary. The WLF equation can be expressed as 

log aT = (2.2) 6 r B + T-T0 

where C and B are constants, and T0 is a reference temperature. The Arrhenius equation 

can be written as 

loga r = 
( t \ 
UJ T \1o J 

(2.3) 

where TA is the 'activation temperature'. 

As mentioned before, a j f is known as the reduced frequency (see Chapter 1). To obtain the 

modulus or loss factor versus reduced frequency curves, (Xt should be determined at 

various temperatures T. The set of modulus versus frequency curves at various 

temperatures are used to adjust the parameters of shift function. Manually selecting the 

parameters of either the WLF equation or Arrhenius equation, the modulus versus 

frequency curves translates to the left or right and forms a smooth curve of modulus versus 
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reduced frequency. Once the parameters of shift function are determined, the loss factor 

versus reduced frequency curve is created automatically. By judging the smoothness of the 

Wicket plot (modulus versus loss factors curve), we can observe the quality of the master 

curves. As an example, we use a set of DMA data to show the creation of master curves. 

Figure 2.2 (a) shows the modulus versus frequency curves and (b) shows master curves. 

The parameters of the WLF equation are T0 = -3, C = -43 and B = 285 which are manually 

determined from (a). From the Wicket plot, we can observe that the quality of the DMA 

data is very good. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 2.2 DMA data and master curves (a) modulus versus frequency (b) master curves 

Since we do not deal with DMA methods in the thesis, we limited the discussion here to a 

few concepts, functions of apparatus, and formulations. DMA data are nevertheless used in 

this work to compare with the clamped-free and/or free-free beam based VBT methods. 

2.3 Vibrating beam technique (VBT) (ASTM E756-04 2005) 

Contrary to the DMA which directly applies to pure materials, the Vibrating Beam 

Technique (VBT) is an indirect method to identify the dynamic properties of viscoelastic 

materials. The traditional clamped-free VBT was discussed in detail in ASTM E756-04 

(Standard Test Method for Measuring Vibration-Damping Properties of Materials). In this 

thesis, we will refer to this method as "Standard". In VBT, a bare beam and a composite 

beam treated with a viscoelastic material are measured and the resonant frequencies of 

both beams and the loss factors of the composite beam are extracted from the measured 

frequency response functions. Based on the analysis of Ross, Kerwin and Ungar (Ross et 
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al., 1959, Nashif et al., 1985), the discrete shear modulus and loss factors of the 

viscoelastic material are inferred. When the bare and composite beams are measured at 

various temperatures, the effects of temperature are considered. Using the temperature-

frequency equivalence principle, the master curves are created for application. This 

method can measure the vibration-damping properties of materials: the loss factor 77, and 

the Young's modulus E, or the shear modulus G, over a frequency range of 50 to 5000 Hz 

and over the useful temperature range of the material. 

Our aim is to improve the accuracy and effectiveness of identifying the dynamic properties 

of viscoelastic materials in MPS panels. The results obtained by the Standard will be used 

to compare with those obtained by our proposed method. In this section we will discuss the 

traditional clamped-free VBT (described in the Standard) in detail. For VBT with other 

configurations (such as free-free configuration), the procedure is the same. 

2.3.1 Specimen, apparatus and procedure 

The configuration of the cantilever beam test specimen is selected based on the type of 

damping material to be tested and the damping properties that are desired. Figure 2.3 

shows four different test specimens used to investigate extensional and shear damping 

properties of materials over a broad range of modulus values. In this thesis, since we will 

use MPS beams to determine the damping material properties, specimens (1) and (4) will 

be used. 

The apparatus consists of a rigid test fixture to hold the test specimen, an environmental 

chamber to control temperatures, one vibration transducer and appropriate instrumentation 

for generating the excitation signal, and a laser vibrometer for measuring the response 

signal. The setup is shown in Figure 2.4. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Figure 2.3 Test specimens (1) bare beam specimen (2) Oberst beam specimen (3) modified 
Oberst beam specimen (4) sandwich beam specimen 

t 
I 
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Figure 2.4 Experimental setup with clamped-free configuration 

The setup is carried out as follows: (1) Mount the beam in a heavy, rigid fixture providing 

clamping force around the root of the beam to simulate a fixed end, cantilever boundary 

condition; (2) Place the test fixture, including the beam specimen, inside an environmental 

chamber; (3) Set the environmental chamber to the desired temperature. To ensure that the 

test specimen is in full thermal equilibrium during testing, adequate soak time is needed 

after each new temperature is reached; (4) At each data acquisition temperature, excite the 

test specimen by applying either a sinusoidal or random signal to the excitation transducer 

by means of a power amplifier, several resonant modes of the beam for each data 

acquisition temperature are measured. The half-power bandwidth method is used to 

measure the damping of the composite beam. 

2.3.2 Calculations 

Once the frequency response functions have been measured, the damping material 

properties are inferred. For all types of test specimens, calculation of the damping material 

properties requires the resonant frequency of each mode, the half-power bandwidth or 

modal loss factor of each mode, the geometric properties of the beam, and the densities of 

the materials comprising the specimen. 

The modal loss factor can be obtained by the half-power bandwidth method. Using the 

response curve from each mode, the resonant frequency and the frequencies above and 

below the resonant frequency where the value of the response curve is 3dB less (the 3dB 

down points) than the value at resonance are measured. The frequency difference between 

the upper 3dB down point and the lower 3dB down point is the half-power bandwidth of 
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the mode. The modal loss factor is the ratio of the half-power bandwidth to the resonant 

frequency. 

The moduli of uniform beam are first calculated. They then serve as the inputs in the 

calculation of damping material properties. For the uniform beam (base, skin or bare 

beam), the Young's modulus and the loss factor of the beam material can be obtained from 

these equations 

e J W <2-4> 

and 

V = (2.5) 

J n 

where E is the Young's modulus of beam material, (Pa ) \ f„ is the resonance frequency for 

mode n, (Hz); Afn is the half-power bandwidth of mode n, (Hz); H is the thickness of the 

beam in vibration direction, (m); / is the length of the beam, (m); n is the mode number; 77 

is the loss factor of beam material, (dimensionless); p is the density of the beam, (kg/m3); 

C„ is the coefficient for mode n, of the clamped-free (uniform) beam: C\ = 0.55959, C2 = 

3.5069, C3 = 9.8194, C4 = 19.242, C5 = 31.809, C„ = (;r/2)(w-0.5)2, for n = 2i-l and i > 5. 

From the measured frequency responses of the sandwich specimen, the shear modulus and 

loss factor of the damping material are obtained from these equations 
2nCnEHH\ 

GAA-B-2(A-BJ-2(AVJ J ^ — L ^ m 

and 

7l = A-B-2{A-B)2-2(Atjs)2 (2'?) 

where: A = (fslf„)\2+DT){BI2)\ B = l/[6(l+7)2]; D is px/p, density ratio; E is the Young's 

modulus of base beam, (Pa) \ f„ is the resonance frequency for mode n of base beam, (Hz); 

fs is the resonance frequency for mode s of composite beam, (Hz); Afs is the half-power 

bandwidth of mode s of composite beam, (Hz); G\ is the shear modulus of damping 

material, (Pa); H is the thickness of the base beam, (m); H\ is the thickness of the damping 

material, (m); I is the length of beam, (m); s is the index number: s = n\ T = H\!H is 

thickness ratio; 771 is the shear loss factor of the damping material, (dimensionless); rjs = 

4/s/ fs, loss factor of sandwich beam, (dimensionless); p is the density of the base beam, 
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(kg/m3); p\ is the density of the damping material, (kg/m3); C„ is the coefficient for mode 

n, of the clamped-free (sandwich) beam: Ci = 0.55959, C2 = 3.5069, C3 = 9.8194, C4 = 

19.242, C5 = 31.809, C„ = (;r/2)(n-0.5)2, for n = 2i-\ and i > 5. 

2.3.3 Data presentation using reduced-frequency nomogram 

Once the modulus and loss factors of viscoelastic materials are obtained at a range of 

frequencies and various temperatures, the same procedure described in Section 2.2.2 can 

be used to create the master curves for future application. It is noted that we have to 

manually adjust the parameters of shift function and then create the master curves. 

Sometimes it is difficult to find good values for the parameters of the shift function. 

2.3.4 Comparison of DMA and VBT 

The DMA and VBT comparison is shown in Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2 Comparison of DMA and VBT 
DMA VBT 

Method Direct Indirect 
Principle Flexural, compression, tension, 

torsion 
Usually in flexural vibration 

Frequency range 0.01 - 100 (Hz) 5 0 - 5 0 0 0 (Hz) 

Temperature range -160°C to polymer degradation The useful temperature range of 
the material 

Size of samples For three-point bending, a typical 
rectangular test beam is 

64*13*3 mm 

Length = 180-250mm 
Width = 10mm 

Thickness = l-3mm (ASTM 
E756-04 2005) 

The nature of excitation Sinusoidal fixed or variable 
frequency 

Sinusoidal fixed, white noise 
generated using an Eletro-

magnetic transducer or eletro-
magnetic shaker 

The type of transducers Force transducer 
Deflection transducer 

Accelerometer, 
Laser vibrometer 

Inherent difficulties Not able to measure properties at 
higher frequencies 

Inaccurate measurement at lower 
frequencies (the first or second 

mode) 
Advantage Obtain the bulk properties directly Measure the properties at almost 

all frequency ( 50 > / > 5000Hz) 
More representative of the typical 
use of the material and in the case 

of MPS quantifies the effect of 
manufacturing on the core 

properties 
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2.3.5 Some issues of VBT with traditional clamped-free configuration 

There are some assumptions for the VBT. One is the linearity assumption. That is to say, 

all damping measurements are made in the linear range. Another assumption is that the 

loss factor of skin beam is zero. We will see that this assumption of zero skin loss factor 

can cause some errors in certain applications. In the following we will use an example to 

show the effects of nonzero skin loss factors on the accuracy of the dynamic properties of 

damping materials. This effect can be circumvented by applying our proposed 

optimization method (see Chapter 3). 

Apart from the effects of nonzero skin loss factors, there are some sources of errors if the 

VBT with a clamped-free configuration is used (Wojtowicki et al., 2004). One of these 

sources is the exciter. In the VBT with a traditional clamped-free configuration, an electro-

magnetic non-contacting transducer is used. It can provide good excitation but is limited to 

ferro-magnetic materials. If aluminum is used for the base beam, a small piece of magnetic 

material must be glued to it to achieve specimen excitation. This small added part is a 

source of uncertainty (added mass and damping). Another problem with the exciter is the 

difficulty in properly measuring the excitation force. The injected force must be evaluated 

by the measurement of the voltage or current applied to the pick-up, without knowing what 

is really proportional to the applied force. Moreover, as the measurement is made near 

resonances of the structure, it is not obvious that the hypothesis of linearity is respected. 

Another problem concerns the response measurement. This measurement is usually made 

using an accelerometer. Even if the problem of added damping and mass is much less 

critical because small and light accelerometers are available, it is preferable to avoid this 

solution for the same reasons as mentioned above (added mass and damping). A 

straightforward solution is to use a laser vibrometer which can accurately measure 

dynamic velocities with no contact. However, it is much more expensive than a simple 

accelerometer. 

Beam 
Spacer 

Length 
Spacer 

1 
T 

Thickness 

Figure 2.5 Cantilever beam used in the Standard 
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For the VBT with a traditional clamped-free configuration, the clamped-free boundary 

condition may cause some problems because of the simulation of this condition. The 

clamping is simulated by gluing two pieces of spacers (see Figure 2.5). The beam with 

these two spacers is wedged into a heavy and stiff clamping system. Usually this system is 

satisfactory but problems can occur in the case of misalignment, insufficient clamping 

force, gluing and deformation of spacers. 

To circumvent these problems, a VBT with two free-free configurations has been proposed 

by some authors. Wojtowicki, Jaouen and Panneton (Wojtowicki et al., 2004) proposed a 

VBT with a free-free configuration which measures the transfer function of the ratio of the 

velocity at a free end and the velocity at the middle point. We call this the WJP setup. The 

other VBT with a free-free configuration which measures the input mobility at the middle 

point of the beam was used by Renault to study the poro-visco-elastic materials (Renault, 

2008). We will discuss these two configurations in the next two sections. 

The WJP setup is a free-free configuration which is based on the following fact: a 

cantilever beam has the same dynamic behaviour as a free-free beam of twice the length 

excited in its center by a normal imposed displacement Yo (see Figure 2.6). In this case, 

only the even modes of the free-free beam will be excited. 

Figure 2.6 Similarity between a free-free beam excited in its center and a cantilever beam 
excited by its base (Wojtowicki et al., 2004) 

The WJP setup is illustrated in Figure 2.7. The beam under test (with or without damping 

material) is simply screwed in its center to an electro-dynamic shaker by means of a 

threaded rod. In practice this is easy to setup; however, care must be taken to precisely 

locate the center to avoid an unbalanced system. 

2.4 WJP setup 

Cantilever beam 
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Figure 2.7 WJP setup (Wojtowicki et al., 2004) 

This setup can measure the ratio of the velocity at a free end (using a laser vibrometer) and 

the velocity at the middle point (using an accelerometer). After the transfer functions at a 

range of frequencies and various temperatures are obtained, the dynamic properties of 

viscoelastic material in treated beams are inferred according to the Standard procedure. 

2.5 Free-free configuration for mobility measurement 

2.5.1 Free-free configuration 

Another VBT with free-free configuration is the one that measures input mobility. Renault 

(Renault 2008) used this setup to study the dynamic properties of poro-visco-elastic 

materials. In this thesis, we will use it to study the dynamic properties of viscoelastic 

materials in MPS beams. This experimental setup consists of a shaker, an impedance head, 

a beam to be tested and a connection between the impedance head and the beam. The beam 

is point-fixed to the connection with instant adhesive and the connection can be screwed 

into the impedance head fixed on the shaker. Finally, the system is put into the 

environmental chamber and used to measure the input mobilities at a range of frequencies 

and various temperatures. A diagram is provided in Figure 2.8. 

This setup is easy to implement and can properly measure the excitation force and the 

acceleration, thus circumventing the major problems of the cantilever configuration. 

Compared with WJP setup, the difference lies in the fact that the input mobility is obtained 

by the impedance head located at the excitation point (center) (see Figure 2.8) while in 

WJP setup (see Figure 2.7), the transfer function is obtained by the ratio of the tip 
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vibration (using a laser vibrometer) and the center vibration (using an accelerometer). 

Apart from this, the procedure is nearly the same. 

Figure 2.8 VBT with free-free configuration for mobility measurement 

However, if the setup shown in Figure 2.8 is applied, another problem occurs. Since the 

measured frequency response is the input mobility at the middle point of the beam, the 

impedance head is used. The added mass of the impedance head and the connection 

between the impedance head and the test beam must be considered. Therefore, the added 

mass must be measured separately at the same range of frequencies and the same 

temperatures. To determine the dynamic properties of a core material, three frequency 

response functions at a specific temperature must be measured. They are the frequency 

response of the added mass (see Figure 2.9(a)), the base (bare or skin) beam and the 

sandwich beam (see Figure 2.9(b)). Figure 2.9(c) shows the experimental setup consisting 

of the following parts: 

• Power Amplifier (B&K TYPE 2706); 

• Sensor Signal Conditioner (PCB Model 442B104 4 channel 1 CP); 

• Acquisition Card (SoftdB, signal Ranger); 

• Calibration Data Card (PCB 288D01 SN 2395); 

• Shaker (Vibration Exciter B&K TYPE 4809); 

• Analyzer (in house Lab view based). 
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(a) (b) 

(c) 

Figure 2.9 Experimental setup: (a) added mass (b) input mobility 

To apply the Standard, the formulations to calculate the Young's modulus (or shear 

modulus), the loss factors of base beam and the resonant frequencies and loss factors of 

sandwich beam are the same as those in Equations (2.4) - (2.7). Since this experimental 

setup is the free-free type and excited at the middle point, its coefficients for mode n, C„ 

thus are: Cx = 3.5608, C2 = 19.2423, C3 = 47.5168, C4 = 88.3570, C5 = 141.7641, C„ = 

(;r/2)(n+0.5)2, for n = 2/-1 and i > 5. 

The test procedure is described in the following: (1) For measuring added mass, the setup 

in Figure 2.9(a) is used; for measuring the frequency response of beams, the setup in 

Figure 2.9(b) is used; (2) Set the environmental chamber to the desired temperature. To 

ensure that the test specimen is in full thermal equilibrium during testing, adequate soak 

time is needed after each new temperature is reached; (3) At each data acquisition 

temperature, the added mass and the input mobility of the base beam and sandwich beam 

are measured. The added mass can be considered as the frequency response of the ratio of 

the force and the acceleration. To measure the added mass, the shaker is excited, and the 

force and the acceleration are measured by impedance head simultaneously. To measure 
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the input mobility of beam, the shaker is excited, and the force and acceleration are also 

measured by the impedance. Using the analyzer, the response of added mass and the input 

mobility for beams are generated. 

2.5.2 Added mass 

Using the setup in Figure 2.9(a), the force and the acceleration are measured 

simultaneously by an impedance head. Then, the frequency-dependent added mass (the 

ratio of the force and the acceleration) is obtained. Instead of a real value, the frequency-

dependent added mass is a complex value which can be expressed as: 

m*{o))=m(l + jJim) (2.8) 

where / = . Examples of measured amplitudes and phases of added mass at various 

temperatures are shown in Figure 2.10. From Figure 2.10, we can observe that the added 

mass effects are almost independent of temperatures. 

To correct the original frequency response functions in order to use the Standard to 

determine the dynamic properties of core materials, the complex added mass described in 

Equation (2.8) must be used. 

Frequency (Hz) . Frequency (Hz) 

(a) (b) 
Figure 2.10 Frequency dependent complex added mass: (a) amplitude (b) phase 

2.5.3 Corrected frequency response functions 

The input mobility obtained by the experimental setup shown in Figure 2.9 cannot be 

directly used to calculate the Young's modulus (or shear modulus) and loss factors because 

of the added mass. They must be corrected to obtain the input mobility without the mass. 
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The theory of correction is in the book by McConnell (McConnell, 1995). The corrected 

input mobility can be expressed as 

H. corrected 
H, measured (2.9) 

1 - jcom Hmeasured 

where Hmeasured and Hcorrected are the measured and corrected input mobilities and m is the 

complex added mass. 

Figure 2.11 shows the measured (original) and corrected input mobilities at two typical 

temperatures. The data used here are obtained by using the experimental setup (Figure 2.8) 

and will be used later for deriving the dynamic properties of the core material (Deltane 

350) using our proposed optimization method. In Figure 2.11, in each subflgure, the first 

curve is the input mobility for a bare beam and the second is for a steel/Deltane 350/steel 

MPS beam. The effect of added mass on both the location of the modes and the modal 

damping is clearly observed. The effect of damping is particularly important for the 

undamped beam. The use of the complex correction mass m corrects for both effects. 

After obtaining the corrected input mobilities, we can use the Standard to obtain the 

dynamic properties of the core materials. 

1000 1500 
Frequency (Hz) Frequency (Hz) 

(a) 

—Experimental 
-"-Corrected 

1500 2000 
Frequency (Hz) Frequency (Hz) 

(b) 
Figure 

(for each 
2.11 Experimental and corrected input mobilities: (a) 10°C (b) 30°C 
subflgure, the top is for bare beam and the bottom for sandwich beam) 
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2.5.4 Validation by experimental data 

We used certain experimental examples to validate this experimental setup. Two examples 

are showed here. One is for a uniform beam and the other is for a sandwich beam. 

In the first example, we chose four aluminum beams with nearly the same lengths and 

widths but with different thicknesses. Their geometrical and physical properties are listed 

in Table 2.3. 

Length 
(mm) 

Width 
(mm) 

Thickness 
(mm) 

Density 
(kg/m3) 

(Added mass)/ 
(beam mass) 

Aluminum 1 405 20 0.95 2723 0.38 
Aluminum 2 410 20 1.98 2614 0.19 
Aluminum 3 400 21 3.09 2702 0.11 
Aluminum 4 400 21 3.86 2739 0.09 

The added mass, Aluminum beams 1 - 4 were tested by using the free-free setup for 

mobility measurement at around 22°C. The added mass and the experimental and 

corrected (using Equation (2.9)) input mobilities for the four aluminum beams are shown 

in Figures 2.12 and 2.13. The Young's modulus and loss factors obtained from the 

corrected input mobilities are shown in Figure 2.14. 

500 1000 1500 2000 
Frequency (Hz) 

1000 1500 
Frequency (Hz) 

(a) (b) 
Figure 2.12 Added mass: (a) amplitude (b) phase 
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Figure 2.13 Experimental and corrected data for aluminum beams: (a) Aluminum 1 
(b) Aluminum 2 (c) Aluminum 3 (d) Aluminum 4 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2.14 Young's modulus and loss factors for four aluminum beams: (a) modulus 
versus frequency (b) loss factor versus frequency 

It is well known that the properties of materials are independent of the dimensions of the 

beam and the boundary conditions. In Figure 2.14, at higher frequencies, the Young's 

modulus obtained from the Standard are almost the same. They are all close to the true 

Young's modulus of aluminum («?.3elOPa). Although the loss factors scatter, they are all 
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around the order of 10"3 at higher frequencies (except for Aluminum 1). This validation 

shows the feasibility and accuracy of the VBT with free-free configuration for mobility 

measurement. 

From Figure 2.12, we can observe that the added mass has poor coherence at lower 

frequencies. So do the corrected input mobilities at lower frequencies. The dynamic 

properties from these four aluminum beams thus scatter at lower frequencies. 

Besides this, Aluminum 1 is somewhat abnormal. From Figure 2.14, the Young's modulus 

obtained for Aluminum 1 is good except with the first two modes, while the loss factor for 

Aluminum 1 is abnormally high at the 7th mode. This may be a consequence of the small 

value of the loss factor and thus of the resolution used to derive the loss factor from the 

3dB bandwidth method. Moreover, we observe in Figure 2.13 that the experimental and 

corrected input mobilities are not smooth enough for a large added mass to base beam 

mass ratio (= 38% for thin beams; see Table 2.3). This means that the data are largely 

disturbed by the effect of the added mass. As the curves become much smoother with the 

ratio of the added mass and tested beam decreasing, the dynamic properties thus obtained 

are more reasonable. Still, based on these figures, it is proposed here that the technique be 

applied when the mass ratio is lower than 10%. 

Table 2.4 Geometrical and physical properties of steel/Deltane 350/steel beam 
skin sandwich Core 

Length (mm) 400 400 400 
Width (mm) 20 20 20 

Thickness (mm) 1.17 2.97 0.63 
Density (kg/m ) 7800 6447 1420 

Young's modulus (Pa) Standard - G Standard 
Loss factor Standard - 77 Standard 

Table 2.5 Geometrical and physical properties of aluminum/Deltane 350/aluminum beam 
skin sandwich Core 

Length(mm) 400 400 400 
Width(mm) 20 20 20 

Thickness(mm) 2.0 4.62 0.62 
Density(kg/m3) 2628 2466 1420 

Young's modulus(Pa) Standard - G Standard 
Loss factor Standard - TJ Standard 

This example shows that this free-free experimental setup for mobility measurement can 

be used to obtain the true properties of the uniform materials. The next example is 

intended to identify the dynamic properties of the same core material using two different 

MPS beams. The first MPS beam is a steel/Deltane350/steel (SDS) beam and the second 
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an aluminum/Deltane350/aluminum (ADA) beam. Their geometrical and physical 

properties are listed in Tables 2.4 and 2.5. 

Since the core material is the same, the dynamic properties of the core material obtained 

from the two MPS beams should be close. Following the Standard, the dynamic properties 

of core material are obtained. Figure 2.15 shows the added mass, as well as the 

experimental and corrected input mobilities of skin and MPS beams. Figure 2.16 shows 

the dynamic properties of the core material from Standard and DMA. The simulated input 

mobilities using these properties are also shown in Figure 2.16. From Figure 2.16, we can 

observe that the shear modulus and loss factors from SDS and ADA are close. The shear 

moduli from DMA deviate slightly from the Standard results. Judging by the comparison 

of experimental input mobilites and simulated ones using Standard properties and DMA 

results, we observe that the dynamic properties from Standard are closer to the real 

properties of the material Deltane 350. Since the dynamic properties from SDS and ADA 

are close, we may conclude that the free-free experimental setup for mobility measurement 

is suitable for the determination of the dynamic properties of viscoelastic materials in MPS 

beams. 
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(a) (b) 

.(c) (d) 

Figure 2.16 Dynamic properties of core material from the Standard and DMA 
and input mobilities: (a) shear modulus (b) loss factor 

(c) input mobilities for SDS (d) input mobilities for ADA 

2.6 Effects of nonzero skin loss factor 

As mentioned previously, the VBT with free-free configurations was proposed to 

circumvent certain problems regarding excitation, response and boundary condition 

simulation which appeared in the VBT with the traditional clamped-free configuration. In 

this thesis, the free-free configuration for mobility measurement will be used to measure 

the input mobilities for optimization. Since the input mobilities are measured, the added 

mass must be considered. In Section 2.5 we included a detailed discussion of the added 

mass and other related issues and validated the free-free configuration. 

There is however another problem that must be considered, namely the assumption of zero 

skin loss factors. As we know, when the Standard method is used to determine the 

dynamic properties of damping materials, the skin loss factor is assumed to be zero. 

However, even though the true loss factors of skin materials are very small (usually the 
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order of 10"3), they are not equal to zero. This assumption can cause some errors in the 

accuracy of the dynamic properties of damping materials, especially for the low damping 

states of such materials. For example, when a typical viscoelastic material is in the glassy 

or rubbery states (its loss factors are also small, around the order of 10"2), the effect of 

nonzero skin loss factor in the accuracy of the properties of viscoelastic core cannot be 

omitted. In the following, we use the traditional clamped-free VBT and the VBT with free-

free configuration for mobility measurement to study the effects of nonzero skin loss 

factors on the dynamic properties of damping materials. 

Consider two typical MPS beams with the same steel material (faces) and the same 

viscoelastic material (core): One is for a clamped-free configuration and the other for a 

free-free configuration. To verify the effects of the nonzero skin loss factors for both two 

configurations, three cases, (1) zero skin loss factor, (2) 0.007 skin loss factor, and (3) 

0.018 skin loss factor, are considered. 

The geometrical and physical properties of the beams for clamped-free and free-free 

configurations are listed in Tables 2.6 and 2.7. 

Table 2.6 Geometrical and physical properties of the MPS beam 
(clamped-free configuration) 

Skin Core MPS 
Length (mm) 200 200 200 
Width (mm) 20 20 20 

Thickness (mm) 1 0.1 2.1 
Density (kg/m3) 7800 950 7474 

Young's Modulus (Pa) £ = 2.1ell G To be determined 
Loss factor 0(case l);0.007(case2); 

0.018(case 3) 
77 To be determined 

Table 2.7 Geometrical and physical properties of the IV PS beam (free-free configuration) 
Skin Core MPS 

Length (mm) 400 400 400 
Width (mm) 20 20 20 

Thickness (mm) 1 0.1 2.1 
Density (kg/m ) 7800 950 7474 

Young's modulus (Pa) 2.1ell G To be determined 
Loss factor 0(casel);0.007(case2); 

0.018(case 3) 
77 To be determined 

The accuracy of the Standard will be assessed using the reference dynamic mechanical 

properties of the core material taken from DMA data; they are shown in Figure 2.17. These 

data are obtained using the WLF equation (see Equation (2.2)) with C = -43, B = 285 and 

7b = - 3°C. 
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Figure 2.17 Reference dynamic mechanical properties of the core material 

The clamped-free configuration is shown in Figure 2.18. Both of the excitation and 

response points are at the same free end. The free-free configuration for mobility 

measurement was shown in Figure 2.8. 

J 

Figure 2.18 Clamped-free configuration 

For the clamped-free configuration, the reference frequency response functions at various 

temperatures (here T = -10°C, 0°C, 10°C, 20°C, 30°C, and, 40°C) are numerically 

simulated using the RKU equations and the normal mode superposition method. The RKU 

equations (Equation 1.8) were given in Chapter 1. Here we give the formulation of normal 

mode superposition method for clamped-free boundary condition. Let H(co) denote the 

velocity over force transfer function and the formulation is expressed as: 

H{co)={ico)t JttpAN„{co2„-co2) 
(2.10) 
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where Nn = [ <pn(x)<pn(x)dx and a> is the excitation radian frequency (assuming harmonic 
JO 

excitation), con and cp„ are the natural frequencies and mode shapes which are dependent on 

the boundary condition. In the clamped-free boundary condition (Nashif et al., 1985, 

Weaver et al., 1990): 

where L, h, E, and p are the length (m), thickness (m), Young's modulus (Pa) and density 

(kg/m3) of beam, respectively, o„ = (cos(&„Z,)+ cosh(/:nL))/(sin(&jiZ,)+ sinh(£wL)), and k\ = 

1.8751, k2 = 4.6941, k3 = 7.8548, kA = 10.9955, k5 = 14.1372, kn = (^/2)(2n-l), n > 5. 

For the free-free configuration for mobility measurement, we use the same RKU equations 

and the normal mode superposition method accounting for added mass to simulate the 

reference input mobilities at the same temperatures (here T = -10°C, 0°C, 10°C, 20°C, 

30°C, and, 40°C). The normal mode superposition method accounting for added mass will 

be given in detail in Chapter 3. The added mass has been measured and shown in Figure 

2.10. Since the added mass is almost independent of temperature, one of them in Figure 

2.10 was used for simulating the reference input mobilities. 

Once the frequency response functions for both configurations were obtained, the Standard 

was applied to get the dynamic properties of the core material and the master curves were 

created using the WLF equation with the same values of parameters as the reference. In the 

clamped-free configuration the Standard method can be directly applied, while in the free-

free configuration, the reference input mobilities are first corrected and then used 

according to the Standard method. 

The shear modulus, loss factors and corresponding reference and simulated frequency 

response functions at some typical temperatures (T= -10°C, 10°C, and, 30°C) were shown 

in Figure 2.19 for zero skin loss factor. The dynamic properties from the Standard for both 

configurations are compared with the reference ones and the simulated input mobilities 

using the properties from the Standard were also compared with the reference ones. The 

master curves were shown with comparison to the reference ones. Figures 2.20 and 2.21 

showed the information for 0.007 and 0.018 skin loss factors. 

(2.10a) 

<pn(x) = (cos{knx)-cosh(knx))-o„(sin(£„x)- sinhfojc)) (2.10b) 
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From Figures 2.19, 2.20, and 2.21, we observe that 

1. Although the skin loss factor is very small, it has some effects on the determination 

of dynamic properties of the viscoelastic core using VBT with clamped-free and 

free-free configurations. The nonzero skin loss factors can cause larger errors at 

lower and higher temperatures than those at medium temperatures. This is because 

the nonzero skin loss factors affect the equivalent properties of MPS beams, and 

furthermore, the dynamic properties of the core material have an even greater effect 

at lower and higher temperatures (smaller core damping) than at medium 

temperatures (higher core damping). To circumvent the effects of nonzero skin loss 

factors, an optimization method accounting for the base beam damping is proposed 

in Chapter 3. 

2. In Figure 2.19 (the case of zero skin loss factor), at lower or higher temperatures, 

the loss factors of viscoelastic core are more accurate. At such temperatures, the 

core loss factors are relatively small and the damping of the sandwich beam is also 

small. Therefore, the half-power bandwidth method can give accurate damping of 

the sandwich beam. The loss factors of the viscoelastic core are accurate. At 

medium temperatures, the damping of the sandwich beam is greater and the half-

power bandwidth method cannot achieve very accurate results. So the loss factors 

of the viscoelastic core are not accurate enough. 

3. From the three figures, the free-free configuration for mobility measurement has 

the same accuracy as the clamped-free configuration. It can replace the traditional 

clamped-free configuration for the measurement of frequency responses. 

2.7 Conclusions 

The DMA and VBT have been described in this chapter. With regard to the VBT, one 

traditional clamped-free configuration and two free-free configurations were discussed. As 

one of them (VBT with free-free configuration with mobility measurement) has been used 

in this work, a detailed discussion about this VBT, such as the added mass, and corrected 

input mobilities, was given. We also discussed the effects of nonzero skin loss factors on 

the accuracy of the dynamic properties of viscoelastic core materials. Although normal 

skin loss factors are very small, we have demonstrated that the effects must not be ignored 

in certain applications. 
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The VBT with free-free configurations for mobility measurement were used to circumvent 

some drawbacks of the traditional clamped-free VBT. However, when using the Standard 

method, the effects of nonzero skin loss factors should not be overlooked. An optimization 

method proposed in Chapter 3 will solve this problem. This is one of the characteristics of 

the proposed optimization method. 
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CHAPTER 3 OPTIMIZATION METHOD FOR 

IDENTIFYING THE DYNAMIC PROPERTIES 

OF LINEARLY VISCOELASTIC MATERIALS 

3.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, we discussed the two main kinds of experimental methods for the 

identification of the dynamic properties of linearly viscoelastic materials. The first is a 

direct method, such as Dynamical Mechanical Analysis (DMA). DMA can be simply 

described as applying an oscillating force to a sample and analyzing the material's 

response to that force. From this, properties such as damping (the ability to lose energy as 

heat) and stiffness (the ability to recover from deformation) can be calculated directly. Its 

limitation is that it can only measure the properties in the very low frequency range. The 

second method is an indirect method: the Vibrating Beam Technique (VBT). Using the 

VBT method, the bare beams (base beams), and composite beams (Oberst or sandwich 

beams) are tested over a large range of frequencies at various temperatures. From the 

experimental frequency response functions, the equivalent dynamic properties of the base 

and composite beams are obtained directly. And then, based on the analysis developed by 

Ross, Kerwin and Ungar (Ross et al., 1959, Kerwin, 1959), the dynamic properties of the 

viscoelastic materials are inferred from the equivalent properties of base and composite 

beams. The detailed procedure can be found in the Standard (ASTM E756-04 2005). 

Since there are some drawbacks (with excitation, response and clamped-free boundary 

condition simulations) in the traditional clamped-free configuration discussed in Standard, 

two free-free experimental setups have been developed to circumvent these problems. 

These free-free experimental setups are easy to implement. One of them, named free-free 

configuration for mobility measurement, is discussed in detail. The input mobilities 

obtained from the free-free configuration for mobility measurement will be used in the 

proposed optimization method to identify the dynamic properties of viscoelastic materials. 

It is noted that for both clamped-free and free-free configurations, nonzero skin loss 

factors can cause some accuracy errors for the dynamic properties of viscoelastic 

materials. 
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In this chapter, an optimization method is proposed to improve the accuracy of the 

dynamic properties compared to those obtained from the Standard (see Figure 3.1 for the 

comparison). The proposed optimization method is a frequency response based method 

which directly identifies the temperature and frequency dependent properties of 

viscoelastic materials from the measured input mobilities. In this method, RKU equations 

and normal mode superposition method accounting for added mass are used as a solver to 

simulate the input mobilities. The fractional derivative model (FDM) combined with the 

WLF equation describes the temperature and frequency dependent properties of 

viscoelastic materials. An objective function based on the so-called Amplitude Correlation 

Coefficient which can be directly obtained from the measured input mobility is proposed 

for the optimization. The Pattern Search algorithm is used for calculating the objective 

function and finding the best fit parameters for the global minimum value of the objective 

function. In this optimization method, four strategies are proposed according to various 

situations. Two numerical examples are used to validate this optimization method. 

Proposed Method 

f 
Method 1: Standard 

Correct the experimental 
input mobilities 

Extract the modal frequencies and loss 
factors for base and sandwich bawns 

I 
Calculate I e modal she 

nod l ndlo f tars of 
co m l al t a c ete en pe t c 

Using these discrete M i , 
manually determine WLF parameters 

and then create the master curves 

1 

Method 2: Optimization (proposed) 

Select the experimental f eq ency 
po nt nd the core po dngFRFj 

po nts fo ail te t tempe t re 

Using FDM and WLF describe the 
dynamic behaviour of corc materials 

H f p p i i l p f f B l p 
Updating method 

to create the 
convergence criteria 

Simulate the FRFs at 
all test temperatures using 

RKU and normal mode method 
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/ 

Using Pattern Search algorithm to 
Obtain the design parameters 

{Automatically create master curves) 

Figure 3.1 Comparison of the Standard and proposed methods 

The proposed optimization method can solve the problems due to the assumption of zero 

skin loss factor. However, it must be indicated that the proposed optimization method is a 

general one to determine the dynamic properties of viscoelastic materials, not just to 
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circumvent the drawbacks of the traditional clamped-free configuration in the Standard. 

Once the experimental data are given, and the solver (theoretical or numerical model), the 

material constitutive model, the objective function, etc. are chosen, the optimization 

method can be implemented for any related problems (such as the dynamic properties of 

poro-visco-elastic materials). 

In Section 3.2, we will describe the optimization method. The RKU equation, the normal 

mode superposition method accounting for added mass, the fractional derivative model 

and the optimization process are discussed in detail. Section 3.3 contains some examples to 

validate the above proposed method. In Section 3.4, some conclusions will be made. 

3.2 Optimization methodology 

The proposed optimization process is based on the following six components: 

1. The experimental transfer functions for base beam, sandwich beam and added mass 

(impedance head plus connection) are obtained at a range of frequencies and 

various temperatures; 

2. The RKU equations for the equivalent complex bending stiffness are applied; 

3. The normal mode superposition method accounting for added mass effect for 

simulating the input mobilities is applied; 

4. Tthe WLF function for the temperature-frequency shift relationship is used; 

5. The fractional derivative model (four-parameter) for describing the properties of 

frequency dependency is used; 

6. The selected optimization algorithm (Pattern Search algorithm) for the 

identification of the core properties is put into operation. 

3.2.1 Experimental setup 

To obtain the temperature and frequency dependent properties of viscoelastic materials, 

the free-free configuration for mobility measurement shown in Figure 2.8 is placed in an 

environmental chamber (see Figure 2.9). At each temperature, the input mobilities for base 

and sandwich beams are measured. The added mass can be considered as the transfer 

function of the ratio of the force and the acceleration which is a frequency dependent 

complex quantity. Since it is nearly temperature-independent, the added mass can be 
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measured once for use. The input mobility for the base beam is used to determine the 

equivalent properties of base beam which are used for optimization. The input mobility for 

the sandwich beam can be considered directly in the objective function for optimization 

(see below). 

3.2.2 RKU equations 

RKU equations for the analysis of a three layer system are widely used. Since they were 

developed and solved using sinusoidal expansions for the modes of vibration, the RKU 

analysis therefore applies to simply supported beams or plates. For other types of boundary 

conditions, approximations must be used depending on the mode shape of the structure in 

question. The RKU equations were shown in Chapter 1 for the purposes of the literature 

review. For convenience and completeness, they are again shown here. The complex 

flexural rigidity of the sandwich beam can be written as (Nashif et al., 1985) 

H Hi Hi EI' = E, + E2 m + E, - E. 
12 2 12 3 12 

Hi 
12 

H3X-D 

1 + g 
+ EXHXD2+E2H2(H2X-D)2+E3H3(H3X-D) 

/ 
E 2 H 2 ( u ~ v 2 

(3.1) 

D) + E3H3{H3X-D) H3X-D 

where 

and 

D 
E2H2 (H2l - H3l / 2) + g(E2H2H2X + E3H3H3X) 

EXHX +E2H2! 2 + g(ExHx +E2H2+ E3H3) 

H3X = HX+H3 H„ H2X - HX+H2 
g = 

G, 
E3H3H2kn 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 
2 2 

where EI* is the flexural rigidity of the three-layer system; E\ and £3 are the skin Young's 

modulus, (Pa); H\ and H are the thickness of skin, (m); H is the thickness of core, (m); g 

is the shear parameter which is associated with mode wavenumbers; G2 is the core shear 

modulus (Pa), (complex if the core is a linearly viscoelastic material); kn are mode 

wavenumbers associated with certain boundary condition. 

The associated mass and natural frequencies are given by 

m = (2Hl+H2)p (3.4) 
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c o n = k 2 J — (3.5) 
V m 

For the sandwich beam with E\ = Et, and H\ = Hi, we have 

H3l=Hx+H2, D = (H1+H2)-Z— (3.6) 
2 1 + 2g 

Since E2 « E\ for MPS beams, Equation (3.1) reduces to 

Ej(l + iT?) = ^ + EiHi(Hi+HJ_JL_ (3.7) 

To consider the damping effects of skin material, Equation (3.7) can be expressed in the 

following: 

+ + ^ + (3.8) 

where T]\ represents the loss factor of the skin beam and r\ is the loss factor of the 

composite. For this proposed optimization method, Equation (3.8) can be used to calculate 

the composite flexural rigidity that will then be used to simulate the frequency responses in 

combination with Equations (3.4) and (3.5) and the following normal mode superposition 

method accounting for added mass. 

3.2.3 Normal mode superposition method accounting for added mass 

For optimization, we need a model (theoretical or FEM) to calculate the frequency 

responses which can be used to compare with the experimental ones. In this case, we 

choose the normal mode superposition method to simulate the frequency response because 

of its rapidity and effectiveness. From the proposed free-free configuration for mobility 

measurement, the input mobilities are obtained experimentally. To simulate the input 

mobilities by the normal mode superposition method, the added mass effects must be 

considered. In the following series of equations, the formulations for the normal mode 

superposition method with the added mass will be derived. 

" t " 

• 
T 

Figure 3.2 Free-free boundary for beam with added mass and concentrated force at the 
middle point of the beam 
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Consider a beam with length L, width b and thickness h. A point mass m is added at the 

middle of the beam. A concentrated force / is also applied at the same point (see Figure 

3.2). Assuming that the force at the middle point is harmonic and the response is also 

harmonic, they are expressed in the following, respectively: 

M (3.9) 

u{t)=yd0>t (3.10) 

where /' . Let (on and cpn denote the natural frequencies and mode shape functions of 

the corresponding free vibrating beam. The displacement can be expressed as the 

superposition of mode shapes with frequency dependent coefficients in the following: 

u = fjq>n{x)yneJa" (3.11) 

n=l 

where (pn{x) (n = 1,2, ...) is the nth mode shape which only depends on spatial position, 

andy„ (n = 1,2, ...) are the coefficients. The orthogonality relationships can be expressed 

as 

Using these relationships, the internal strain energy of.the beam is written as 

1 r' K = -\ EI 2 Jo 

where ||»|| = V(#X#)* means the absolute value of a complex quantity and (•)* means the 

complex conjugate of the quantity. Considering the equation of motion (equilibrium) for 

each mode 

EI^tp^pAtofa (3-14) 

at 

where E is the Young's modulus and EI is the flexufal rigidity, p is the density, A = bh is 

the section area, is the z'th natural frequency, Equation (3.13) can be written as •j oo i ja 1 00 / 1 00 

K = = j Z / - j o p A ^ d x = -^pAofNrf (3.15) 

J, 2 
(pi dx. Equation (3.15) can also be expressed a matrix form as (when the first 0" 

n mode shapes are used) 

dx2 

£ 

dx = —t EI 
? Jo 

00 d2 

l^dx 
jd)t d x ^ E I p f j ' ^ i ^ x i S A S ) 
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K = \b\ y2 - y«] 

pANxco2 0 
0 pAN2(o2 

0 
0 

y\ 
y2 

yn 

(3.16) 

0 0 ... pANna>2
n 

The kinetic energy which considers the added mass at the middle point of the beam can be 

expressed as 

T - i £ p>4||ii||2<& + mm 
2 

(3.17) 

where it denotes the velocity of the beam. Substituting Equation (3.11) into Equation 

(3.17), we have 
2 

1 r' 
T - l p A 

, i 
ax + — m 

2 
Z H 2 V^fi* 

J y 00 1 ^ 00 

= ~pAor[^{<P,y, fdx + -co2m 2 J o t T 2 

Its matrix form can be expressed as 

T=\{y> ^ - y-) 

mm2<p2\~ 

\2 

= TpAo)1^^ + a>2m\ - k (3.18) 

pAN,co2 0 
0 pAN2a>2 

0 0 

0 
0 

pANnco2 

y2 yn 

Wf 
mo)2<p2\ f W y) ' ma)1(pl[f 

V ( f ) ma,1<Pn\^W^ 

•Fl 

l^J 

(3.19) 

The second term of Equation (3.19) represents the added mass effects. 

The work done by the force at the middle point of the beam can be written as 

W = f 
f 
u — 

V UJ 

v 
jot = /o{yi y2 - yn\ 

L 
2 
L 

v2y 

y f i \ 
(3.20) 

Using the principle of virtual work, we have 

[Z]{y} = {f} (3.21) 
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where [Z] = 

pAN,£9, —a>\ pAN, — - w o - to, 2 

-mm tp2\ pAN2to2 - 0 | /j^A^ — w J f U f 

pANna>l - a \ pANn +mq>a 

{y} = fo 72 ... J„} r and {f} =fo\(pl 
<p2 

v2y - Wl 2 

Solving {y} from Equation (3.21), we can obtain the displacement of the beam. The input 

mobility Hyiico) at the middle point of the beam can be written as 

HL!2{oi) = io)YJ(p\ | L l 

fo 
(3.22) 

For the case of the free-free boundary condition, the natural frequencies (on and mode 

shapes <pn are given by 

ki ' 
0)„ 

EI* (3.23a) 
27iL\ ph 

P„(x)=(cos(k/1x)+cosh(knx))+o„(sin(knx)+sinh(k/lx)) (3.23b) 

where an = (sin(^Z,)+sinh(^Z,))/(cos(it„Z)-cosh(A;„Z)), and h = 4.7300, k2 = 7.8532, k3 

= 10.9956, k4 = 14.1372,.^ ^ 17.2788, kn = (n/2)(2n+l), n> 5. 

Note that the effect of damping is explicitly accounted for in the expression of EI* (see 

Equation (3.8)) and thus in the expression of co„. 

To validate Equations (3.22), we use the finite element method (MSC/NASTRAN) to 

simulate the input mobilities for uniform and MPS beams. The finite element model is 

shown in Figure 3.3. For the uniform beam, 100x4x1 six-sided solid elements (CHEXA) 

are used to discretize the beam, while for the sandwich beam, 100x2x1 CHEXA elements 

are used for each layer (face/core/face). The mass is added at the middle of the beam. The 

necessary physical properties are listed in Table 3.1. For normal mode superposition 

method accounting for added mass, 30 modes are used for calculation. The results are 

shown in Figure 3.4. From Figure 3.4, the input mobilities obtained by Equation (3.22) for 

normal mode superposition method accounting for added mass (NMS) and the finite 

element method (FEM) are in good agreement for both cases. Also, the comparison of 

resonance frequencies for both beams was shown in Table 3.2. From Table 3.2, we can 

observe that the resonance frequencies obtained from the normal mode superposition 
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method accounting for the added mass and the finite element matched very well. 

Therefore, the normal mode superposition method accounting for the added mass is 

suitable as a solver to simulate the transfer functions. 

Figure 3.3 Finite element model of uniform or sandwich beam 

Table 3.1 Physical properties of uniform and sandwich beams 
Length 

(m) 
Width 

(m) 
Height 

(m) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 

E 
(Pa) 

V Mass 
(kg) 

Uniform 0.4 0.02 0.0015 2700 70e9 0.33 0 0.01 
Sandwich Face 0.4 0.02 0.001 2700 70e9 0.33 0.01 0.01 

Core 0.4 0.02 0.0005 800 10e7 0.49 0.5 0.01 

Sandwich Beam 

Figure 3.4 FEM Validation: (a) uniform beam (b) sandwich beam 

Table 3.2 Comparison of resonance frequencies 
Mode Uniform beam Sandwich beam Mode 

/ (NMS) / ( F E M ) / (theory) / (NMS) / (FE M) 
1 49 49 49.067 86 87 
2 265 265 265.16 422 431 
3 655 656 654.78 921 946 
4 1218 1224 1217.6 1514 1555 
5 1954 1970 1953.5 2170 2223 
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3.2.4 WLF shift factor function 

To consider the effects of temperature and frequency together, a temperature-frequency 

superposition principle is applied. WLF shift factor function can be used to represent this 

principle and is expressed as (ASTM E756-04 2005): 

where C and B are the parameters of WLF equation and T0 is the reference temperature 
) 

The reduced frequency fr is a{T)f. 

3.2.5 Fractional derivative model 

The temperature frequency dependent dynamic behaviour of polymers can be described by 

the so-called fractional derivative models. The fractional derivative models have been 

proven to be efficient in describing the dynamic behaviour of real materials, especially 

with regard to those thermorheologically simple and macroscopically homogenous 

viscoelastic materials used for sound and vibration control. The development of these 

models is due to the recognition of the fact that the quantitative behaviour of the 

conventional viscoelastic models can be improved by replacing the integer order time 

derivatives of stress and strain in the relevant model constitutive equation with fractional 

order derivatives. A literature review of fractional derivative model was given in Chapter 

1. Here we will derive the model in detail following the references (Bagley et al., 1983, 

Pritz, 2003). 

The general form of the constitutive equation for the conventional viscoelastic models is: 

a(t)+ ft, jtMf) + b2 j^cr(t)+... + K = a0s{t)+ a, j(£{t)+ a2 

where t is the time, ao, a\, ..., a„ and bo, b\, ... bm are material constants. It is known that 

the thermodynamic requirements are satisfied only if m = n or m = n+ \ (Pritz, 1996). The 

replacement of the integer derivative orders with fractional orders results in the general 

form of the constitutive equation for the fractional derivative model: 

where 0 < a\ < < ... < am and 0 < /?i < / % < . . . < / ? „ are material constants. 

Experimental observations indicated that many viscoelastic materials can be modeled by 
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retaining only the first fractional derivative term in each series in Equation (3.26). The 

result is a viscoelastic model with five parameters, ao, a\, b\, a\ and /3\: 

d^ d ^(t)+b l- j^cr( t) = a 0 s { t ) + ^ — € ( t ) (3.27) 

The fractional derivation, say the «th order derivative of e(t), can be defined by the gamma 

function as 

= i f * f c L / T (3.28) 
df W T{\-o)dt^(t-r)a 

This fractional derivative operator has the property in the Laplace transform domain 

L l ^ x { t ^ s a L { x ( t ) ) (3.29) 

A similar relationship exists in the Fourier transform domain. By taking the Fourier 

transform, 

F(x{t)) = ^x(t)e-ja"dt (3.30) 

of Equation (3.28), a relationship similar to Equation (3.29) results 

F l ^ x ( t j j = (icorF(x(t)) (3.31) 

Taking the Fourier transform of the five parameter viscoelastic model, Equation (3.27) 

yields 

G(jco)+bx(ja)fa\jG)) = aQe'{jG))+a{{ja>T£*{j6)) (3.32) 

where a (jai) and e(jco) are the transform of the stress and strain histories, respectively. 

Factoring and dividing terms in this operation produces 

+ e<(jco) (3.33) 
1 + bx{j(of 

In many cases, taking a\ = = /? produces a very satisfactory fit. The model parameters 

can be written as 

b i = f (3.34a) 

a0 = Go (3.34b) 

• a x = G„o/ (3.34c) 

Therefore, the four parameter fractional derivative model for complex shear modulus can 

be written as 
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C T ( j « ) - 0 . (3.35) 
1 + (jCDTf 

* G where G (joS) is the complex modulus and d — —— . The rearranged form of Equation 
Go 

(3.35) reads 

G\j(o)=G0 + G0(d-1) (3.36) 

The parameters in the model have a clear physical meaning, namely: Go is the static 

modulus of elasticity, Gx = G0d is the high-frequency limit value of dynamic modulus, 

and the parameter /3 governs the increase and decrease of the loss functions at low and 

high frequencies, respectively, 1/r is the frequency of maximum in the loss modulus peak. 

As well, the frequency in the model is the reduced frequency which can describe the 

effects of temperature and vibrating frequency and is shifted by some shift factor such as 

the WLF equation (Equation (3.24)). 

From Equation (3.36), the shear modulus G and loss factor 77 can be expressed in terms of 

the above parameters 

G = Re(G'{jco)) and r/ = Im(G'{jo))) /Re(G'(jm)) (3.37) 

where Re and Im denote the real and imaginary parts of the complex shear modulus. 

3.2.6 Model updating - optimization method 

We use a model updating method to identify the dynamic properties of viscoelastic 

materials. In the literature, there are two kinds of methods for model updating. One is for 

modal based models and the other is for frequency response based models. For modal 

based model updating methods, 'Modal Assurance Criterion' (MAC) and 'Coordinate 

Modal Assurance Criterion' (COMAC) are commonly used for correlation (see Chapter 1 

for some details). For such modal based correlation methods, modal data suffer inaccuracy 

because errors appear when the modal data are extracted from the frequency response data. 

The other kind of model updating method, based on the measured frequency response 

functions (FRFs), may be a good choice for the optimization. Since the FRF is a measured 

quantity, errors due to the extraction of modal parameters are avoided. Furthermore, a 

large amount of data can be used to improve the stability of the updating equations. There 
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are a few criteria for the frequency response based correlation methods. Balmes (Balmes, 

1993a, 1993b) proposed two norms for the model updating. One is the least-squares norm 

J L s { f ) = T } H x { f ) - H A { f X (3-38) 
fi 

while the other is the log-least-squares norm 

^ 0 ; ) = Z(201og1 0K(/;] | ) -201og1 0( |^ i 4U]|))1 (3.39) 

ft 

where H^fi) and HA(f) are the measured and predicted frequency response functions, 

respectively. Balmes (Balmes 1993a) pointed out that the log-least-squares norm is locally 

convex in much larger regions which will help minimization algorithm than the linear least 

squares norm. 

Heylen and Lammens (Heylen et al., 1996) proposed the 'Frequency Response Assurance 

Criterion' (FRAC) and defined it as 

FRACIF)=MF$VMKMM ' ' 
where {Hxtjif)} and {HAlj(f)} are the measured and predicted FRF vectors of response 

coordinates i and excitation coordinate j across the frequency spectrum / and {•}* means 

the complex conjugate of the quantity. For identical FRFs, the FRAC value is unity and 

zero if the responses are uncorrelated. However, Grafe (Grafe, 1995) pointed out that a 

global shift in frequency between the experimental (X) and analytical (A) FRFs leads to a 

biased correlation value even if the FRFs are otherwise identical. 

The above criteria are local. Generally, it is more desirable to get a global picture of 

correlation. Two global correlation criteria have been proposed. Grafe (Grafe, 1999) 

proposed the so-called shape correlation coefficient, which is written for any measured 

frequency point,/, as 

t f \ _ -
z ' w ' " (W, (/, )}• {",,(/>!"«(/. )f K i f , » ) 

where {Hxyifk)} and {HAij(fk)} are the measured and predicted FRF vectors of response 

coordinates i and excitation coordinate j across the frequency spectrum Another global 

correlation coefficient is called the amplitude correlation coefficient and is defined as 

Aij 
Za{fk)=nTT / . x u ' / „ A f „ ^xTl (3-42) 
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Xaifk) is defined to lie between zero and one. This correlation measure is more stringent 

and only become one if {HA(fk)} = {Hx(fk)}. That is to say, all elements of the response 

vectors must be identical in both phase and amplitude even if only one measurement is 

considered. Equation (3.42) may be understood as a variant of the Cauchy-Schwartz 

inequality. This amplitude correlation coefficient has been selected to construct the 

objective function of the optimization approach presented in this thesis. 

In the applications of model updating, the constant modulus and dimensions of the 

structures have been updated in many references. However, few references investigated the 

application of these methods to derive the frequency dependent complex modulus. Among 

these papers, Hambric et al. (Hambric et al., 2007) studied the derivation of the 

viscoelastic dynamic material properties of polymers from finite element and experimental 

studies of beams with constrained layer damping. In his paper, the WLF equation and the 

five parameter Havriliak-Negami (HN) model (see Equation (1.3)) are used to describe the 

temperature frequency dependent properties of polymers. The difference between the 

measured and predicted resonance frequencies and modal loss factors are used as objective 

function. The measured resonance frequencies and modal loss factors are obtained 

experimentally by the resonance apparatus (RA) approach and the dynamic modulus 

testing apparatus (DMTA) method. The finite element package NASTRAN is used as a 

solver to calculate the complex modes. Since NASTRAN cannot extract complex modes 

from models with frequency-varying material properties, the analysis procedure was 

subdivided into frequency ranges. Modulus and loss factors of a viscoelastomer at 200, 

400, 1000, 2000, 4000, and 8000Hz were generated from the WLF and HN equations and 

analyses were conducted at those frequencies. For extracted resonance frequencies 

between the material property frequencies, the loss factors were interpolated. Since the 

finite element method required more time to complete for each combination of parameters, 

the RKU equation was used for optimization and the results of using RKU equation were 

validated by finite element analysis. Their method required a baseline set of master curves 

established using a traditional testing method. Since the difference between the measured 

and predicted resonance frequencies and modal loss factors are used as objective functions, 

the method of Hambric et al. is a modal based optimization method in nature. As we know, 

extracting modal properties from the measured response may cause certain errors. 

However, the identification method based on frequency response functions that is 

proposed in this thesis can circumvent such problems. 
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The optimization method presented in this thesis uses the frequency response function 

based optimization method to identify the temperature and frequency dependent properties 

of viscoelastic materials. This proposed method is shown in Figure 3.5. The proposed 

optimization method consists of measuring the input mobilities, and selecting the objective 

function, design parameters, solver and optimization algorithm. The measurement of input 

mobilities was discussed in Chapter 2. The solver, the combination of the RKU equation 

and normal mode superposition method accounting for added mass, has already been 

determined in the previous sections. The others Will be discussed in the following. 

Proposed Method 

Figure 3.5 Proposed method 

Objective functions 

There are two sets of material properties to be identified. One is for the equivalent 

properties such as Young's modulus and loss factors of base beam and the other is for the 

dynamic properties of polymeric materials sandwiched between two metals (MPS beams). 

To identify the equivalent Young's modulus and loss factors of the base beam, the 

objective function (also called cost function) is frequency piecewise. At each temperature, 
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choosing some representative frequency points, at each frequency point fi, the objective 

functions are the same and can be expressed in the following: 

\Mx\Ji)I 

where H^fi) and HA(f) are experimental and predicted input mobilities at frequency point 

fi. The design parameters for the base beam are the frequency dependent Young's modulus 

and loss factors. The optimized equivalent properties of base beam are interpolated and 

used for identifying the core properties. 

For the identification of core materials, we adopted another objective function in terms of 

the amplitude correlation coefficient (also see Equation (3.42)). The objective function can 

be expressed as 

and where Hx(TJ, F ) and HA(Tj, F ) are the measured and predicted input mobilities at 

frequency fi and temperature 7}. From Equation (3.44), we observe that the objective 

function is for all the test temperatures and selected frequencies. 

Design parameters 

There are four strategies for the optimization method. They are discussed below. For the 

first two strategies, four parameters of the fractional derivative model (Go, d, r, and, p) and 

three parameters of the WLF equation (C, B, and T0) can be obtained simultaneously. They 

are the design parameters to be optimized. The difference between the first two strategies 

is that the latter uses the input mobilities corrected by the measured added mass and the 

normal mode superposition method without accounting for the added mass effects. For the 

third strategy, four parameters of the fractional derivative model (Go, d, r, and, ft) and one 

shift factor (a) are the design parameters at each temperature. For the fourth strategy, since 

the parameters of WLF equation are given, only four parameters of the fractional 

derivative model (Go, d, r, and, p) are optimized. 

2 

(3.44) 

where the amplitude correlation coefficient is 

(3.44a) 
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Optimization Algorithm 

We adopted the Pattern Search algorithm from the Genetic Algorithm and Direct Search 

Toolbox in MATLAB to optimize the design parameters discussed above. The Pattern 

Search algorithm is a method for solving optimization problems that does not require any 

information about the gradient of the objective function. Unlike more traditional 

optimization methods that use information about the gradient or higher derivatives to 

search for an optimal point, the Pattern Search algorithm searches a set of points around 

the current point, looking for one where the value of the objective function is lower than 

the value at the current point. It is not sensitive to the initial values and can find the point 

which makes the objective function reach a global minimum. Therefore, the Pattern Search 

algorithm is a global optimization method. A brief description of this algorithm is follows. 

For details, please see the reference (MatLab toolbox 2008). 

At each step of the Pattern Search, the algorithm searches a set of points, called a mesh, 

around the current point - the point computed at the previous step of the algorithm. The 

mesh is formed by adding the current point to a scalar multiple of a set of vectors called a 

pattern. A pattern is a set of vectors that the pattern search algorithm uses to determine 

which points to search at each iteration. The set is defined by the number of independent 

variables in the objective function, N, and the positive basis set. Two commonly used 

positive basis sets in Pattern Search algorithms are the maximal basis, with IN vectors, and 

the minimal basis, with N + 1 vectors. At each step, the algorithm polls the points in the 

current mesh by computing their objective function values. When the complete poll option 

is set at 'O f f , the algorithm stops polling the mesh points as soon as it finds a point whose 

objective function value is less than that of the current point. If this occurs, the poll is 

considered successful and the point it finds becomes the current point at the next iteration. 

The algorithm only computes the mesh points and their objective function values up to the 

point at which it stops the poll. If the algorithm fails to find a point that improves the 

objective function, the poll is considered unsuccessful and the current point stays the same 

at the next iteration. When the complete poll option is set at 'On', the algorithm computes 

the objective function values at all mesh points. The algorithm then compares the mesh 

point with the smallest objective function value to the current point. If that mesh point has 

smaller value than the current point, the poll is successful. After polling, the algorithm 

changes the value of the mesh size to form the next mesh for finding the optimum point. 

The default is to multiply the mesh size by 2 after a successful poll, and by 0.5 after an 
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unsuccessful poll. Once certain criteria are satisfied, the algorithm stops and the optimum 

values of design parameters are found. 

Optimization strategies 

Four strategies to identify the dynamic mechanical properties of viscoelastic materials are 

considered. 

Strategy Number 1: We use the following data and equations to identify the dynamic 

properties of viscoelastic materials: 

• the experimental input mobilities at several temperatures 

• RKU equations 

• WLF equation 

. • Four parameter fractional derivative model 

• Normal mode superposition method with added mass 

• Pattern Search algorithm 

Strategy Number 2: We use the following data and equations to identify the dynamic 

properties of viscoelastic materials: 

• the mass-corrected input mobilities at several temperatures using the experimental 

ones and the corrected equation 

• RKU equations 

• WLF equation 

• Four parameter fractional derivative model 

• Normal mode superposition method without added mass 

• Pattern Search algorithm 

If either of the above both strategies is applied, all input mobilities at all test temperatures 

are used at the same time. The four parameters of the fractional derivative model and three 

parameters of the WLF equation (Go, d, T, FI, and, C, B, To) are the design parameters for 

the optimization and are optimized simultaneously. Master curves are a direct result of this 

optimization. It is noted that Strategy Number 1 and Strategy Number 2 are equivalent in 

theory. 

Strategy Number 3: We use the following data and equations to identify the dynamic 

properties of viscoelastic materials: 

• the experimental input mobilities at several temperatures 
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• RKU equations 

• Shift factor 

• Four parameter fractional derivative model 

• Normal mode superposition method with added mass 

• Pattern Search algorithm 

In this strategy, for each temperature, four parameters of the fractional derivative model 

and one shift factor (Go, d, r, /?, and, a) are optimized using the input mobility at each 

specific temperature. Although the design parameters are not the same for different 

temperatures, the optimized modulus and loss factors should correspond to the correct ones 

at each temperature. Following the same procedure described in the Standard, master 

curves can be created manually. 

Strategy Number 4: if the parameters of WLF equation or other shift function are given 

(for example, from Standard data), we can use the following strategy to optimize the 

dynamic properties of viscoelastic materials: 

• the experimental input mobilities at several temperatures 

• RKU equations 

• Four parameter fractional derivative model 

• Normal mode superposition method with added mass 

• Pattern Search algorithm 

In this strategy, since the parameters of the shift function are given, the four parameters of 

the fractional derivative model (Go, d, r, and, p) are optimized using the input mobilities at 

all test temperatures. The master curves can be directly created since the four parameters 

of the fractional derivative model are optimized and the parameters of shift function are 

obtained. Table 3.3 summarizes the four strategies. 
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Table 3.3 Summary of the four strategies 
Strategy 

number 1 
Strategy 

number 2 
Strategy 

number 3 
Strategy 

number 4 
Solver Normal mode 

superposition 
method with added 

mass 

Normal mode 
superposition 

method without 
added mass 

Normal mode 
superposition 

method with added 
mass 

Normal mode 
superposition 
method with 
added mass 

Model Four parameter 
fractional 
derivative 

model(FDM) 

Four parameter 
fractional 
derivative 

model(FDM) 

Four parameter 
fractional 
derivative 

model(FDM) 

Four parameter 
fractional 
derivative 

model(FDM) 
WLF To be optimized To be optimized Given 

Algorithm Pattern Search Pattern Search Pattern Search Pattern Search 
data Original 

experimental data 
for all temperatures 

Mass-corrected 
data for all 

temperatures 

Original 
experimental data 

for all temperatures 

Original 
experimental 

data for all 
temperatures 

Design 
parameters 

7 (4 for FDM and 3 
for WLF) 

for all temperatures 

7 (4 for FDM and 
3 for WLF) 

for all 
temperatures 

5 (4 for FDM and 1 
for shift factor)for 
each temperature 

4 (for FDM) 
for all 

temperatures 

Master 
curve 

Direct result Direct result Following Standard Direct result 

3.3 Numerical validation examples 

We use two numerical examples to validate the above optimization method. In the first 

example, Strategy Number 1 is applied and in the second example, strategies number 3 and 

4 are applied. 

3.3.1 Polyisobutylene material 

A Polyisobutylene(PIB) material was used to validate the proposed optimization method. 

The reference (Beda et al., 2004) used the following four parameter fractional derivative 

model Obtained in terms of the data from the reference (Nashif et al., 1985) 

in-5 5998 T666 

G*(ifr) = 1055316 +1055316(103194 - 1 ) - ^ S ™ (3.45) 

where fr is the reduced frequency and equal t o / a (7 ) , / i s the vibration frequency and a(T) 

is the shift function described by the WLF equation. We use the above fractional derivative 

model with the specific parameters to simulate the shear modulus and loss factors of the 

material at temperatures 0°C, 10°C, 15°C, 20°C, 25°C, and 30°C. Compared with 
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Equation (3.36), here, G0 = 1055316(Pa) = 3.4009e5(Pa) ,d= 103194 = 1563 , r = 10"5 5998 = 

2.513e-6, and /? = 0.666. Using the WLF equation (Equation (3.24)) with C = -45, B = 300 

and To = 20, the master curves for shear modulus and loss factors versus reduced 

frequency are shown in Figure 3.6. We also use the normal mode superposition method 

accounting for added mass to simulate the input mobilities at the same temperatures in 

terms of the above simulated dynamic properties and the following geometric and physical 

properties of the beams (Table 3.4). These input mobilities can be considered as the 

reference ones for optimization. Note that the skin loss factor is 0.002. 
PIB PIB 

log]0(Reduced Frequency) 

(a) 

log j 0(Reduced Frequency) 

(b) 
Figure 3.6 Shear modulus and loss factors of PIB: (a) shear modulus (b) loss factors 

Table 3.4 Geometrical and physical properties 
of skin and sandwich beams and core material 

Skin (steel) Core (PIB) Sandwich 
Length (mm) 400 400 400 
Width (mm) 20 20 20 

Thickness (mm) 1 0.1 2.1 
Density (kg/m ) 7800 950 7474 

Young's modulus (Pa) 2.1ell G to be optimized -

Loss factor 0.002 rj to be optimized -

We choose strategy number 1 to optimize the seven parameters: Go, d, r, and /? for the 

fractional derivative model and C, B and To for the WLF equation. Here, the exponents in 

the above Go, d, r and B, and the values for /?, C and To will he identified. The input 

parameters for Pattern Search algorithm are [5, 4, -5, 0.5 -20, 2, 30] which correspond to 

G0 = le5(Pa) , d = le4 , T= le-5, /?= 0.5 and C = -20, 5 = 100 and T0 = 30. The final 

results for the seven design parameters are [5.5677, 3.1421, -6.5342 0.69563 27.496 2.32 
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27.737] which correspond to G0 = 3.6957e5(Pa) , d = 1387, r = 2.9228e-7, p = 0.69563 

and C = 27.496, B = 209 and T0 = 30. 
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Table 3.5 Initial, identified and reference parameters for the material 
parameter Initial Identified Reference Relative 

parameters parameters parameters error 
(Jq— j Qparameter( 1) 5 5.5677 5.5316 0.65% 
j _ j Qparameter(2) 4 3.1421 3.194 1.62% 
T = | Qparameter(3) -5 -6.5342 -5.5998 -

0 = parameter(4) 0.5 0.69563 0.666 4.45% 

To clarify, Table 3.5 gives the comparison of the initial input parameters, the identified 

parameters and reference parameters and also provides the relative errors in percent for the 

identified and reference parameters. The reference and optimized dynamic properties and 

the input mobilities from the dynamic properties of the reference, Standard and 

optimization at some typical temperatures are compared and shown in Figure 3.7. The 

comparison of the master curves for the reference, Standard and optimized dynamic 

properties are also shown in Figure 3.7. In Figure 3.7 (d), the reference ('o') and optimized 

('*') master curves are created using the reference and optimized parameters of the WLF 

equation, respectively, in (e), the reference ('o'), optimized ( ' • ' ) and Standard ('*') master 

curves are created using the same reference parameters of the WLF equation. 

From Figure 3,7, the main conclusions are 

1. The optimization results are more accurate than the Standard results judging by the 

comparison of input mobilities using the reference, optimized and Standard 

properties; 

2. The dynamic properties of core material from optimization are closer to those of 

the reference (see Figure 3.7 (a), (b), and, (c)). If the same parameters of WLF 

equation (C = -45, B = 300 and To = 20) are used, the master curves created by the 

optimization and reference data are almost the same (see Figure 3.7(d)). This 

proves the accuracy of the optimization method; 

3. From Table 3.5, the identified parameters of Go, d, and /? are much closer to the 

reference ones while the identified parameter of r is not so. Also from Figure 

3.7(d), we can see that the core shear modulus and core loss factors versus reduced 

frequency for reference and optimization do not coincide. It is due to the WLF 

parameters and the parameter r in the fractional derivative model. From the two 

sets of parameters for the WLF equation and the two parameters r in the fractional 

derivative model for reference and optimization, we observe that the coefficients 

of logio(«(7)r) are close at each temperature for the reference and optimization 
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data. They are listed in Table 3.6. That is to say, for different a(T) and r, we may 

obtain the same logio(«(7)r). This leads to the above phenomenon. Since the other 

parameters of fractional derivative model (Go, d, and ft) have clear physical 

meanings, the fact that the algorithm yielded good results for these parameters 

corroborate the validity of the method; 

4. The shear moduli from Standard are perfect while the loss factors from Standard 

results are weak, especially for higher damping. This is because the modal loss 

factor extraction due to the half-power bandwidth method has the limitation that 

the loss factor of a structure does not exceed 0.2 (according to the Standard). 

However, even though the methods for identifying the loss factor are improved, 

the results from the Standard are not as accurate enough as those from 

optimization because the Standard can not consider the nonzero skin loss factor 

(here it is 0.002); 

Table 3.6 Comparison of some parameters for reference and optimization 
Temperature 

(°C) 
reference optimization Temperature 

(°C) (AT) r log10(o(7 a(T) T log10(o(7)T) 
0 0.035318 2.513e-6 -7.0518 0.50746 2.92e-7 -6.8288 
10 0.18294 2.513e-6 -6.3375 2.3174 2.92e-7 -6.1692 
15 1 2.513e-6 -5.5998 11.402 2.92e-7 -5.4772 
20 5.7903 2.513e-6 -4.8371 60.954 2.92e-7 -4.4792 
25 35.645 2.513e-6 -4.0478 355.63 2.92e-7 -3.9832 
30 1636.8 2.513e-6 -2.3858 16181 2.92e-7 -2.3252 

3.3.2. Typical automotive MPS material 

We used Strategy Number 3 to optimize the dynamic properties of the MPS given in 

Chapter 2. The reference data of the core are obtained from DMA and shown in Figure 

2.17. The geometrical and physical properties are listed in Table 3.7. 

Table 3.7 Geometrical and physical properties of the sandwich beam 
Skin Core Sandwich 

Length (mm) 400 400 400 
Width (mm) 20 20 20 

Thickness (mm) 1 0.1 2.1 
Density (kg/m3) 7800 950 7474 

Young's modulus (Pa) 2.1ell G To be determined 
Loss factor 0(casel);0.007(case2); 

0.018(case 3) 
77 To be determined 
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The reference input mobilities at various temperatures (T= -10°C, 0°C, 10°C, 20°C, 30°C, 

and, 40°C) were numerically simulated using the RKU equations and the normal mode 

superposition method accounting for added mass. In this example, the same three cases for 

various skin loss factors are also considered (see Table 3.7) The dynamic properties at 

typical temperatures (T= -10°C, 10°C, and, 30°C) as well as the input mobilities obtained 

using the reference, optimization and Standard properties for these three cases are shown 

in Figures 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10. The master curves using the same WLF parameters (C = -43, 

B = 285 and To = -3°C) for the three cases are created and also shown in these figures 

(reference ('*'), optimization ( ' • ' ) and Standard ('o')). 

From Figures 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10, we can observe the following facts: 

1. The optimization results are equivalent to standard results when the skin loss 

factor is negligible. Still more accurate results are obtained using the optimization 

algorithm for negligible but realistic damping data for the skin (0.7%). 

Furthermore, better results are obtained at higher damping (this can be a 

consequence of the mounting of the beam). Optimization can eliminate the errors 

associated with the nonzero skin loss factor. 

2. For the three cases, the shear modulus obtained, by both the Standard and 

optimization are in very good agreement with the reference values. For the loss 

factor, at lower and medium temperatures, the results obtained by optimization are 

in very good agreement with the reference values while the results at higher 

temperatures show errors. This is mainly due to the four parameter fractional 

derivative model that does not appear to describe the behaviour of the material at 

higher temperatures very well. This will be corroborated in the next optimization 

results. 

3. From the sensitivity analysis presented in the Appendix to this chapter, the input 

mobilities at higher temperatures are less sensitive to the properties of the studied 

core material. This is another reason for not determining the accurate results at 

higher temperatures. 
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To check the fractional derivative model and the source of inaccuracy at high 

temperatures, we used Strategy Number 4 to optimize the dynamic properties of the 

material for 0, 0.007 and 0.018 skin loss factors. The WLF equation with C = -45, B = 280 

and To = -3 is given. A comparison of the identified master curves with the reference and 

Standard are shown in Figure 3.11. 

log (Reduced Frequency) log10(Reduced Frequency) 

(a) 

log (Reduced Frequency) log |()( Reduced Frequency) 

(b) 

log (Reduced Frequency) 

(C) 

log10(Reduced Frequency) 

Figure 3.1 
data for 

1 Master curves using the reference ('*'), optimized ( ' • ' ) and Standard ('o') 
various skin loss factors: (a) zero skin loss factor (b) 0.007 skin loss factor 

(c) 0.018 skin loss factor 
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The master curves for the reference, Standard and optimization results are created by using 

the same parameters of the WLF equation (C = -45, B = 280 and To = -3). From Figure 

3.11, the four parameter fractional derivative model cannot describe the viscoelastic 

behaviour of the material very well, especially at higher temperatures. Still, the results 

obtained from the optimization are more accurate than those obtained from Standard, 

especially for larger skin loss factors. 

3.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter, an optimization method was proposed to accurately identify the dynamic 

properties of viscoelastic materials. This optimization method is able to optimize the 

temperature and frequency dependent properties of viscoelastic materials by directly using 

the measured frequency response functions at various temperatures obtained through the 

free-free configuration for mobility measurement that was discussed in Chapter 2. The 

four-parameter fractional derivative model plus the three-parameter WLF equation are 

used to describe the temperature and frequency dependent behaviour of viscoelastic 

materials. Therefore, only up to seven parameters will be optimized. The objective 

function in the optimization process is based on the so-called amplitude correlation 

coefficient which can be directly calculated by the measured frequency response functions. 

The proposed optimization method is therefore a frequency response function based model 

updating method. As a solver, the normal mode superposition method accounting for 

added mass with RKU equations is used to calculate the frequency response functions. The 

response functions are calculated rapidly. The Pattern Search algorithm is used to find the 

optimum values for the design parameters. It is less sensitive to the initial values of design 

parameters and can find the global minimum for the objective function. Four optimization 

strategies are proposed. Two examples were used to validate the effectiveness and 

accuracy of the optimization method. The optimization method (seven design parameters 

optimization) gives perfect results for the dynamic properties of the viscoelastic materials 

for which behaviours can be described strictly by the four parameter fractional derivative 

model. The optimization method (five design parameters optimization) still gives good 

results for the dynamic properties of the viscoelastic materials for which behaviours can 

only be described approximately by the four-parameter fractional derivative model. 
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In this chapter we also presented an example illustrating the effect of nonzero skin loss 

factors on the determination of the dynamic properties of core materials. We showed that 

the optimization method, by explicitly accounting for the skin's loss factor, eliminates 

such errors. 

In the next chapter, experimental application of the proposed method to the identification 

of the dynamic properties of viscoelastic core materials in various MPS beams will be 

discussed with a systematic comparison with the Standard and DMA when the latter are 

available. 
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Appendix A: Sensitivity analysis 

Sensitivity analysis (SA) is the study of how the variation (uncertainty) in the output of a 

mathematical model can be apportioned, qualitatively or quantitatively, to different 

sources of variation in the input of a model (Saltelli et al., 2008). The sensitivity analyses 

investigate the robustness of a study when the study includes some form of mathematical 

modeling and tries to identify which source of uncertainty bears the most weights in the 

study's conclusions. 

In this appendix, we study the effects of the variation of input on the output. This in turn 

will give us a qualitative measure on the accuracy of the derivation of the beam properties 

from the measured input mobilities. Consider a sandwich beam with an added mass at the 

middle of the beam and where the force is also exerted on the same point of the beam (See 

Figure 3.2). The mathematical model is the combination of the normal mode superposition 

method accounting for the added mass and the RKU equations for a sandwich beam. For a 

sandwich beam, the input to be studied is the shear modulus and loss factors of the core 

material. The output is the input mobility. The following equations describe the sensitivity 

analysis 

G2 = G2( 1 + <&i) ?7 = V (1 + Ss2) (A.la, b) 

where G2 and TJ are the shear modulus and loss factor of the core material in the sandwich 

beam, S\ and s2 are from a uniform distribution on the interval [-1, 1]. 8 is the basic error. 

When <5" is given, we study how the variation of G2 and rj affect the input mobility of the 

sandwich beam. Three sets of dynamic properties of the core material are chosen and two 

basic errors are prescribed for the study. For each set of the properties, the basic errors are 

10% and 25%, respectively. The material selected is the typical material used in Chapters 

2 and in this chapter (DMA generated data). The geometrical and physical properties of 

base beam, viscoelastic core and sandwich beam are shown in Table A. 1. 

Table A. 1 Geometrical and physical properties of the structure 
Skin Core Sandwich 

Length (mm) 400 400 400 
Width (mm) 20 20 20 

Thickness (mm) 1 (*2) 0.1 2.1 
Density (kg/m ) 7800 950 7474 

Young's modulus (Pa) 210e9 See Figure A.l, A.3, A.5(a) 
Loss factor 0.007 See Figure A.l, A.3, A.5 (b) 
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In Case 1, the dynamic properties of the core material are that the moduli are large and the 

loss factors are small, which corresponds to the material in the glassy region (Figure A.l). 

The input mobilities of 50 realizations (Monte Carlo simulations) are shown in Figure A.2. 

3000 

(a) (b) 
Figure A.l Dynamic properties of core material (at glassy region): 

(a) shear modulus (b) loss factor 

(a) (b) 
Figure A.2 Input mobilities of 50 samples at -10°C: (a) 10% (b) 25% 

In Case 2, the dynamic properties of the core material are that the moduli are medium and 

the loss factors are large, which corresponds to the material in the glass transition region 

(Figure A.3). The input mobilities of 50 samples are shown in Figure A.4. 

In Case 3, the dynamic properties of the core material are that the moduli are small and the 

loss factors are also small, which corresponds to the material in the rubbery region (Figure 

A.5). The input mobilities of 50 realizations are shown in Figure A.6. 
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Figure A.3 Dynamic properties of core material (at transition region): 
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Figure A.4 Input mobilities of 50 samples at 10°C: (a) 10% (b) 25% 
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Figure A.5 Dynamic properties of core material (at rubbery region): 

(a) shear modulus (b) loss factor 
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(a) " (b) 
Figure A.6 Input mobilities of 50 samples at 40°C: (a) 10% (b) 25% 

From the above figures, we have drawn the following conclusions: 

1. The frequency response functions at higher frequencies are more sensitive to the 

properties of viscoelastic materials than those at lower frequencies for the materials 

in any of the three regions. 

2. The frequency response functions obtained using the properties of viscoelastic 

materials in the transition and glassy regions are more sensitive to core properties, 

while the frequency response functions obtained using the properties of viscoelastic 

materials in the rubbery region are least sensitive. 
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CHAPTER 4 APPLICATIONS TO VARIOUS 

VISCOELASTIC MATERIALS 

4.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 3, we proposed an optimization method to identify the dynamic properties of 

viscoelastic materials directly using the experimental frequency response functions (input 

mobilities). This optimization method addresses the temperature and frequency dependent 

behaviour of viscoelastic materials by optimizing four parameters of the fractional 

derivative model and three parameters of the WLF equation. According to the temperature 

frequency equivalence principle, the combination of the fractional derivative model and 

the WLF equation can describe the temperature and frequency dependent behaviour of 

viscoelastic materials. The experimental input mobilities at various temperatures are 

obtained by a free-free setup for mobility measurement which was described in detail in 

Chapter 2. This optimization method directly used the experimental input mobilities at all 

required temperatures by introducing a so-called amplitude correlation coefficient for the 

objective function for MPS beams. In chapter 3, two numerical examples were used to 

validate the accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed optimization method. In this 

chapter, we apply the proposed test and identification method to identify the dynamic 

properties of viscoelastic cores in various MPS. The dynamic properties of core materials 

obtained from optimization are compared with those obtained from the Standard and DMA 

when the latter are available. 

4.2 MPS material C 

We first investigate an MPS material, known as material C. It was supplied in the form of 

large plates from which several beams were prepared for testing. The same manufacturer 

also supplied 1-mm thick panels made from the steel used for the skins (referred to as 

material A). The geometrical and mechanical properties of bare beam A, sandwich beam C 

and the viscoelastic core material are listed in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1 Geometrica and physical properties of beams A and C and core material 
A (skin material) C (MPS beam) Core 

Length (mm) 401.5 401.5 401.5 
Width (mm) 25 25 25 

Thickness (mm) 1 1.08 0.08 
Density (kg/m3) 7872 7373 1134 

Young's modulus (Pa) To be obtained - G to be optimized 
Loss factor To be obtained - 77 to be optimized 

The added mass due to the impedance head and the connection, the bare beam A and the 

sandwich beam C are tested at 8°C, 16°C, 24°C, 32°C, and 40°C using the free-free 

configuration for mobility measurement shown in Figure 2.8. The transfer functions of the 

added mass, the input mobilities of the bare and sandwich beams at the above temperatures 

are obtained. Two types of dynamic properties of these two materials are optimized. The 

first are the bare beam properties using the objective function Equation (3.43) and the 

second are the properties of core material using the objective function Equation (3.44). The 

results are shown in the following section. 

4.2.1 Dynamic properties of the core material from the Standard 

To make the comparison, we first obtained the dynamic properties of the core material 

using the ASTM E756-04 Standard equations. Since we did not measure the bare beam 

with the same thickness as the skin of the sandwich beam C, we used the normal mode 

superposition method accounting for added mass to simulate the input mobilities of the 

skin beam in terms of the optimized Young's modulus and loss factors of bare beam A (the 

results are shown in Figure 4.1). To obtain the Standard results, the input mobilities of the 

skin beam (numerical) and the sandwich beam C (experimental) are corrected using 

Equation (2.9) due to the added mass effect. The Standard results are shown in Figure 4.2 

to compare with the optimization results. 
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Figure 4.1 Optimized Young's modulus and loss factors and comparison of bare beam 

input mobilities: (a) 8°C (b) 32°C 

4.2.2 Dynamic properties of the bare beam from optimization 

Table 4.1 shows that the thickness of the bare beam is not equal to that of the skin of the 

sandwich beam. It is well known that the dynamical properties of any material can not be 

dependent on its dimensions and boundary conditions. Therefore, the properties of 

materials are also independent of the free-free setup for mobility measurement (see 

Chapter 2 for more details). Consequently, the properties of the skin material obtained 

from the bare beam A are the same ones as the properties of the skin of the sandwich beam 
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C since they are made from the same materials. Therefore, the properties (equivalent 

Young's modulus and equivalent loss factors) of the bare beam A can be used directly to 

optimize the core properties. Equation (3.43) is used to optimize the equivalent Young's 

modulus and equivalent loss factors for the selected frequency points. The numerical input 

mobilities obtained using the normal mode superposition method accounting for added 

mass and the optimized equivalent properties are compared with the experimental ones. 

These are shown in Figure 4.1, where the equivalent properties (and their linear fitting) as 

well as the corresponding measured and predicted input mobilities at two typical 

temperatures are shown. From Figure 4.1, the measured and predicted input mobitlities 

correspond well. However, the discontinuities for the optimized properties (especially for 

loss factors) are observed. These are probably related to the convergence of the 

optimization. Figure 4.1 shows that the Young's moduli are around 2.3el lPa and the loss 

factors are around 0.003. These values for the equivalent Young's modulus and loss 

factors are reasonable for steel materials. These optimized properties will be used directly 

in the optimization of the core material in MPS beam C. 

4.2.3 Dynamic properties of the core material from optimization 

We use Strategy Number 1 in Chapter 3 (also see Table 3.3) to optimize the dynamic 

properties of the core material. Strategy Number 1 can be used to optimize the following 

seven parameters simultaneously: 

• The experimental input mobilities at several temperatures 

• RKU equations 

• WLF equation (three design parameters) 

• Fractional derivative model (four design parameter) 

• Normal mode superposition method with added mass 

• Pattern Search algorithm 

For the optimization, the options of the Pattern Search Algorithm are in the following: 

Initial values: G0 = 6.31e6;d= 1000; T= 10e-6; p = 0.5; C= -20; B = 346.74; T0 = 25. 

Bounds: 10e2< G0 < lOelO; 10<d< lOelO; 10e-10< r < 0; 0 < p < 1 ; - 1 0 0 < C < 0 ; 

10 < 5 < 1000; 16<r 0 <32 . 

The final results are G0 = 3.160e6; d = 226.93; T= 1.3234e-005; P= 0.545; C = -18.663; 

5 = 172.86; T0= 17.996. 
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In the final results, the first four values are for the fractional derivative model and the other 

three values are for the WLF equation. The dynamic shear modulus and loss factors of 

core material obtained from the final results are shown in Figure 4.2 along with a 

comparison to the Standard properties at a few typical temperatures. 

The master curves from the Standard properties and the optimized properties are shown in 

Figure 4.3. The master curves for both optimization and Standard results were created 

using the same parameter values (C = -18.663, B = 172.86, T0 = 17.996°C) for the WLF 

equation obtained by the optimization. 

From Figures 4.2 and 4.3, we may conclude that: 

(1) The seven parameter optimization method works well and provides good results for 

the viscoelastic materials. It is easy to create master curves; 

(2) The shear moduli of the core material from the Standard are close to those from 

optimization. Although the loss factors from the Standard are scattered widely, they 

are grouped around the loss factors from optimization; 

(3) The results from optimization are more accurate than those from the Standard, 

judging from the simulated input mobility curves. Still, both methods lead to good 

correlation with the measured curves. This again causes the questions of the 

sensitivity of the measured quantities to the core properties. 
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4.3 Application to the Deltane 350 material 

The proposed optimization method has been applied to a Deltane 350 viscoelastic material. 

The core material was supplied in the form of a beam with PSA (adhesive) on both sides. 

Two steel beams were first prepared and tested in the lab. They were then assembled with 

the core material to form a sandwich beam. The geometrical and physical properties of 

base beam, sandwich beam and core material are listed in Table 4.2. The added mass, skin 

beam and sandwich beam were tested from 0°C to 40°C at 5°C increments. 

Table 4.2 Geometrical and physical properties 
of base beam,sandwich beam and core material 

Skin Sandwich Core 
Length (mm) 400 400 400 
Width (mm) 20 20 20 

Thickness (mm) 1.17 2.97 0.63 
Density (kg/m ) 7800 6447 1420 

Young's modulus (Pa) To be obtained G to be optimized 
Loss factor To be obtained - 77 to be optimized 

4.3.1 Dynamic properties of the core material from the Standard 

To make the comparison, we first obtained the dynamic properties of the core material 

from the Standard. The results from the Standard were obtained from the corrected input 

mobilities of skin and sandwich beams and are shown in Figure 4.5. 
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4.3.2 Dynamic properties of the bare beam from optimization 

The dynamic properties of the skin beam were obtained by optimization. Equation (3.43) 

was used to optimize the equivalent Young's modulus and equivalent loss factors at a few 

selected frequency points. The predicted input mobilities were obtained using the normal 

mode superposition method accounting for added mass and the optimized equivalent 

results. They are compared with the experimental values shown in Figure 4.4. From Figure 

4.4, we selected the results at 0°C and 30°C to illustrate the correlation; the results at the 
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other temperatures are similar. Even though there are a few scatters, the average values of 

the Young's modulus and loss factors are around 2.3ellPa and 0.004, respectively. The 

discontinuities shown in the curves for optimized properties (especially for loss factors) 

are likely related to the convergence of the optimization. 

4.3.3 Dynamic properties of the core material from optimization 

Strategy Number 1 in Chapter 3 was used to optimize the dynamic properties of the core 

material. As well, seven design parameters are optimized (three parameters of the WLF 

equation and four parameters of the fractional derivative model). 

The options for the Pattern Search Algorithm are among the following: 

Initial values: Go = 43112; d= 5146; r=7.6595e-6; >0=0.77433; C = -21.078; B = 443.51; 

T0 = 28.925. 

Bounds: 10e2< G0 < lOelO; 10 < d< lOelO; 10e-10< r < 0; 0 </? < 1;-100<C<<); ' 

1 0 < 5 < 1000;-10 < 7b <30. 

The final optimized variables are G0 = 84431; d = 3625.8; r = 6.9343e-007; /? = 0.55217; 

C = -29.016; B = 494.2; T0 = 26.902. 

The dynamical shear modulus and loss factors of the core material obtained using the final 

optimized variables are shown in Figure 4.5 and they are compared to the properties 

obtained using the Standard procedure at a few typical temperatures. 

The master curves obtained from the Standard properties, the optimized properties and 

DMA (supplied by the manufacturer) are shown in Figure 4.6. The parameters of the WLF 

equation used for the three master curves are the ones identified from the optimization 

process. 
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From Figures 4.5 and 4.6, we observe the following facts: 

(1) The seven parameter optimization method provides good results for the viscoelastic 

material. It is easy to create master curves. 

(2) The shear moduli of the core material from Standard are very close to those from 

the optimization. Although the loss factors from the Standard are widely scattered, 

they are grouped around the loss factors from optimization. 

(3) At lower temperatures, the shear moduli from the DMA are also close to those 

from the optimization. At higher temperatures, the shear moduli from the DMA 

deviate only slightly from the optimization ones. With regard to the loss factors, the 

deviation at higher temperatures is obvious. This can be explained by the 

sensitivity analysis (see Appendix A in Chapter 3). Figure 4.7 shows the input 

mobilities obtained using the optimization, Standard and DMA data at 40°C. 

Figure 4.7 also shows that even though the core properties obtained from the three 

methods differ largely, the input mobilities correspond. This means that at higher 

temperatures, the input mobilities are less sensitive to the core properties. 
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4.4 Application to material T 

The next viscoelastic material to be optimized is material T which was received in the 

form of large MPS panels. The skin material was not available. Consequently, a typical 

steel made skin was selected and used in the following investigation. Same as in the case 

of Section 4.2, the bare beam dimension is not the same as that of the skin of the sandwich 

beam. Table 4.3 lists a few necessary properties of the structure. The added mass, bare 

beam and sandwich beam were measured using the proposed free-free setup at 8°C, 16°C, 

24°C, 32°C, and 40°C. Since the Young's modulus and loss factors of the bare beam are 

independent of the beam's dimensions and the boundary condition to be exerted, the 

required skin properties for optimizing the core material properties are obtained from the 

bare beam. 
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Table 4.3 Geometrical and physical properties of bare beam, sane wich beam and T 
Bare beam Sandwich beam Core 

Length (mm) 251 400 400 
Width (mm) 25.5 25 25 

Thickness (mm) 0.475 0.985 0.035 
Density (kg/m ) 7814 7577 1134 

Young's modulus (Pa) To be obtained - G To be optimized 
Loss factor To be obtained - 77 To be optimized 

4.4.1 Dynamic properties of the core material from the Standard 

To make the relevant comparison, we first obtained the dynamic properties of the core 

material from the Standard. The procedure is the same as in Section 4.2.1, and the results 

are shown in Figure 4.9 in the form of a comparison with the optimization results. 

4.4.2 Dynamic properties of the bare beam from optimization 

The procedure to obtain the dynamic properties of the bare beam and the skin beam are 

also the same as with material C (See Section 4.2.2 for further details). The equivalent 

properties of the bare beam obtained by optimization (Equation (3.43)) were used directly 

to identify the dynamic properties of the core material using Equation (3.44). The same 

equivalent properties for the bare beam are also used to determine the properties of the 

skin of the sandwich beam using the normal mode superposition method accounting for 

added mass. The equivalent properties at two typical temperatures as well as their linear 

curve-fitting are shown in Figure 4.8. Even though there are some scatters as shown in 

Figure 4.8, the optimized Young's moduli are around 2.1 e l l Pa and the optimized loss 

factors is 0.004. The discontinuities for the optimized properties (especially for loss 

factors) are likely related to the convergence of optimization. The optimized results for the 

bare beam will be used directly to optimize the dynamic properties of core materials. 
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4.4.3 Dynamic properties of the core material from optimization 

Strategy Number 1 (see Table 3.3 in Chapter 3) was also used to optimize seven 

parameters simultaneously. The Pattern Search algorithm options are in the following: 

Initial values: Go = 6.3096e6; d = 1000; r = 1.0e-6; >0=0.5; C = -20; B = 346.74; 7b = 25. 

Bounds: 10e2< G0 < lOelO; \0<D< lOelO; 10e-10< T < 0 ; 0 < / ? < 1 ; - 1 0 0 < C < 0 ; 

10 <B < 1000; 16 < 7b <32. 

The final results are G0 = 3.3297e5; d= 11852; r = 1.7454e-007; /3= 0.65036; C= -32.25; 

5 = 445.35; T0 = 20.183. 

Figure 4.9 shows the dynamic properties of the core material obtained by the Standard and 

optimization as well as the experimental and simulated input mobilities using the Standard 

and optimization results at a few typical temperatures. With regard to input mobility in 

Figure 4.9, the solid l ine, ' . . . ' and ' — ' represent the experimental input mobilities and the 

input mobilities obtained from the optimization and Standard data, respectively. 

The master curves were easily created using the above data and compared with the 

Standard ones. The master curves obtained from the Standard results use the WLF 

equation with same parameter values (see the last three values in the final results for 

material T). Figure 4.10 shows the comparison. 

From Figures 4.9 and 4.10, we observe the following facts: 

(1) The seven parameter optimization method can provide good results for the 

viscoelastic material. It is easy to create master curves. 

(2) The core material shear moduli from the Standard are close to those from 

optimization. Although the loss factors from Standard are widely scattered, they are 

grouped around the loss factors from optimization. 
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4.5 Application to material A l l 

The three examples shown above were used to validate the proposed optimization method. 

However, it was observed that the seven parameter optimization method cannot be used 

with certain MPS materials. A GM-supplied MPS material known as A l l will be used to 

illustrate this observation. We first use the seven parameter optimization method on 

material A l l and then compare the results with the Standard results. The geometrical and 

physical properties of material A l l are shown in Table 4.4. The added mass, bare beam 

and sandwich beam are tested at 0°C, 8°C, 16°C, 24°C, 32°C, 40°C. Again, the skin 

material was not available. However this time, the skin was peeled off from the MPS panel 

and tested. The tests and identification procedure are similar to the previous cases 

(materials C and T). We only show the comparison of the identified core properties 

obtained from the optimization and Standard. 

Skin material Sandwich beam Core 
Length (mm) 242.5 400 400 
Width (mm) 25 25 25 

Thickness (mm) 0.55 1.14 0.04 
Density (kg/m3) 7841 7590 687.5 

Young's modulus (Pa) To be obtained - G To be optimized 
Loss factor To be obtained - rjTo be optimized 
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The Pattern Search algorithm options are in the following: 

Initial values: G0 = 6.3096e6; d = 1000; r = 1.0e-6; /? = 0.5; C=-20; B = 346.74; To = 25. 

Bounds: 10e3< G0 < 10e8; 10 <d< 10e8; 10e-10< r < 0; 0 < J3 < 1 ; -100<C<0 ; 

10 < 5 < 1000; 10 < T0 <36. 

The final results are Go = 44340; d = 8574.2; r = 7.4473e-006; p= 0.75663; C = -19.91; 

B = 420; T0 = 30.6. 

Figure 4.11 shows the dynamic properties of the core material obtained by the Standard 

and optimization as well as the experimental and simulated transfer functions using the 

Standard and optimization results at a few typical temperatures (T= 0°C and 40°C). 

The associated master curves (using the same WLF parameters obtained from the 

optimization) are compared in Figure 4.12. 
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From the above results, (especially the simulation of the measured input mobilties) we 

observe that the optimization results do not provide reasonable values for the dynamic 

properties, especially for the damping at higher temperatures. There are a few reasons for 

this. First, the four parameter fractional derivative model is perhaps not the best suited to 

describe the behaviour of material A l l . The second is that the combination of the 

fractional derivative model and the WLF equation do not provide better results because of 

the uncertainty of shift factor a(T) and T (see Section 3.3.1 in Chapter 3). There is also an 

unknown issue of the effects of the used manufacturing process on the core properties. 

Equally important are the unknown effects of beam preparation (a shear method was used 

to prepare the beams from the supplied panels). In an attempt to obtain better optimized 

results, we used Strategy Number 4 for optimization. In other word, the WLF equation was 
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given and the four parameters of the fractional derivative model are optimized. We choose 

the Standard data to obtain the WLF parameters (for the identification process, see Section 

2.2.2). From Figure 4.11, the simulated input mobilities obtained using the Standard data 

are closer to the experimental input mobilities. This is easily understood because the 

Standard data are obtained using individual input mobilities and there are no hypotheses on 

the constitutive relationship of the tested materials. From the Standard results, we can 

determine the parameter values of the WLF equation and use them in optimization. The 

WLF parameters were determined as C = -30, B = 300 and To = 20. Figure 4.13 shows the 

results for the WLF parameters. 
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Figure 4.13 Master curves for the Standard results 

With the three parameter values of the WLF equation above, we optimized the four 

parameters of the fractional derivative model. The options of the optimization algorithm 

are shown in the following: 

Initial values: Go = 1.1636e6; d = 1573; r = 8.4977e-6; /?= 0.63047. These are obtained 

from Figure 4.13 by curve fitting using the four-parameter fractional derivative model. 

Bounds: 10e3< G0 < 10e8; 10 < d< 10e8; 10e-10< r < 0; 0 </? < 1. 

The final results are G0 = 1.4049e5; d = 7457; T= 1.4328e-7; /?= 0.46757. 
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Figure 4.14 shows the dynamic properties of the A l l core material as well as the 

experimental and simulated input mobilities using the above parameters at a few typical 

temperatures (0°C and 40°C). To this same figure, the DMA data at 0°C and 40°C and the 

input mobilities using the DMA data have been added. The master curves were created 

using the same parameter values of the WLF equation (obtained from the Standard data) 

and are shown in Figure 4.15. 

From Figures 4.14 and 4:15, we observe in the following: 

1. The four parameter optimization method with the provided WLF equation 

parameters can give reasonable results for the viscoelastic material at all 

temperatures. 

2. The shear moduli of the core material from optimization are close to the Standard 

values. However, the loss factors obtained from the optimization and Standard 

deviate widely. 

3. The properties of the core material from DMA are much smaller than those from 

the Standard and optimization, especially for the loss factors. This means that 

material A l l was not the original one from which the DMA data were obtained. 

This probably is due to the manufacturing process used on the core properties and 

the unknown effects of beam preparation. 

4.6 Application to material M i l 

Another MPS material with unknown skin and core properties was tested. Similar to 

material Al 1 it was received in the form of large panels. It will be referred to herein as 
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material Ml 1. Again we will mainly show the typical results to illustrate the performance 

of the proposed method for this material. The geometrical and physical properties of 

materials Ml 1 are shown in Table 4.5. 

Table 4.5 Geometrical and physical properties of material M i l 
Skin material Sandwich beam Core 

Length (mm) 342.5 400 400 
Width (mm) 25.2 25 25 

Thickness (mm) 0.54 1.12 0.04 
Density (kg/m3) 7805 7596 1953 

Young's modulus (Pa) To be obtained G to be optimized 
Loss factor To be obtained 77 to be optimized 

The Pattern Search algorithm options are in the following: 

Initial values: Go = 6.3096e6;d = 1000; r = 1.0e-6; /?= 0.5; C - -20; B = 346.74; T0 = 25. 

Bounds: 10e3<G0< 10e8; 1 0 < d < 10e8; 10e-10< r < 0 ; 0 < / ? < 1 ; - 1 0 0 < C < 0 ; 

10 <B < 1000; 10 < T0 <36. 

The final results are G0 = 2e5; d= 1627; T= 8.1e-6; /?= 0.80612; C= -9.7; B = 226; 

To = 32.6. 

Figure 4.16 shows the dynamic properties of the core material obtained using the Standard 

and optimization as well as the experimental and simulated input mobilities using the 

Standard and optimization results at a few typical temperatures. 

The associated master curves are created to compare with the Standard results using the 

same WLF equation parameters which are the last three values in the above final results. 

These are shown in Figure 4.17. 
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Figure 4.18 Master curves for standard results 

Again, from the above results, we observe that the optimization method does not result in 

reasonable values for the dynamic properties, especially the damping at higher 

temperatures. We therefore adopted the same procedure as for A l l . From the Standard 

results, we obtain the following WLF parameters: C = -30, B = 260 and 7o = 20. Figure 

4.18 shows the results using the WLF parameters. 
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('o' and '*' represent the optimization and Standard data, respectively) 

Given the three parameter values in the WLF equation above, we optimized the other four 

parameters of the fractional derivative model. The options of the optimization algorithm 

are shown in the following: 

Initial values: Go = 8.2547e5; d= 121340; r = 1.7873e-6; p = 0.8845. These are obtained 

from Figure 4.18 by curve fitting using the four parameter fractional derivative model. 

Bounds: 10e3<G0< 10e8; 10 < d< 10e8; 10e-10< r <0)0 <0 < 1. 

The final results are G0 = 3.8896e5; d =? 9817; r = 2.9194e-9; p = 0.45054 

The dynamic properties of the core material of M i l , the experimental and simulated input 

mobilities using the above parameters at a few typical temperatures are shown in Figure 

4.19. The master curves are created and illustrated in Figure 4.20. 

From Figures 4.19 and 4.20, the results obtained by this optimization strategy are better 

than those obtained with the seven parameter optimization method. 

4.7 Conclusions 

This chapter presented the application of the proposed test-and-optimization-based core 

properties identification method on several MPS panels provided by various 

manufacturers. A systematic comparison with the Standard method and DMA when 

available was provided to assess the performance of the method. The main conclusions are 

1. The seven parameter optimization method works well for three out of five 

viscoelastic materials. The predicted input mobilities, using optimized data, are in 

agreement with the experimental results. The master curves can be created easily 
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using the seven optimized parameters. Since the results from the Standard are 

scattered widely, it was difficult to create satisfactory master curves using the 

properties from the Standard. 

2. The accuracy of the optimization method depends on the following three aspects: 

(a) accuracy of the experimental data (b) accuracy of the solver to simulate the 

frequency response functions and (c) the constitutive relationship in modeling the 

viscoelastic materials. In (a), we assume that the experimental input mobilities are 

reliable if the ratio of the added mass and the beam mass is less than 10%. In (b), 

the solver should simulate the response as accurately as possible. Since the 

Standard and optimization methods adopted the same RKU equations to simulate 

the frequency response functions of sandwich beams, they theoretically have the 

same accuracy. However, the Standard usually provides scattered data while the 

optimization method yields a smooth function to describe the behaviour of the 

materials. In (c), it is important to choose an appropriate constitutive model to 

describe the viscoelastic behaviour of materials. For most polymers, the fractional 

derivative model can lead to satisfactory results. However, the deviation from this 

model to the properties of materials can nevertheless result in unavoidable errors. 

3. For the first three viscoelastic materials (C, Deltane 350 and T), the dynamic shear 

moduli obtained by the Standard are close to the shear modulus obtained from the 

proposed optimization method, while the loss factors from the Standard are greatly 

scattered. The loss factors obtained from the Standard and optimization method 

correlate better at low temperatures and worse at higher temperatures. This can be 

explained by the sensitivity analysis in Appendix A to Chapter 3. 

4. For last two tested MPS materials (Al 1 and Mil ) , the optimization method (using 

two strategies) was unable to derive good dynamic properties for the core 

materials. The main reason is that the four parameter fractional derivative model 

cannot describe the behaviours of the core materials. This may be a consequence of 

the manufacturing process that may somehow have modified the properties or the 

constitutive law of the polymer. 

In summary, the optimization method is easy to implement and use and can be considered 

as a good method to identify the dynamic properties of polymeric materials if the 

experimental data, constitutive model and solver are sufficiently accurate. 
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE 

PERSPECTIVES 

5.1 Conclusions 

In the automotive, railway and aerospace industries, interior noise is an important 

consideration in overall design and operation. Certain technologies, such as active, passive 

and semi-active technologies, reduce noise and vibration. Recently, the passive damping 

technology has provided an increasing number of applications to reduce structure-borne 

vibration and noise. In the passive damping method, viscoelastic materials have been used 

to enhance the damping of a structure in two different ways: free layer damping (FLD) 

treatment and constrained layer (CLD) or sandwich layer damping treatment. In CLD, the 

viscoelastic materials are sandwiched between two elastic faces. Constrained layer 

damping is more effective than the free layer design because more energy is consumed by 

transversal shearing through the viscoelastic layer. To accurately model the vibroacoustic 

performance of such structures using theoretical and numerical methods, it is very 

important to know the properties of the face and core materials. Steel and aluminum are 

normally the face materials in the Metal Polymer Sandwich (MPS) panels traditionally 

used in the automotive industry. Their mechanical properties are easy to obtain by inverse 

characterization. Viscoelastic materials, such as rubbers and plastics, exhibit both viscous 

and elastic behaviour at different environmental temperatures and vibration frequencies. 

Therefore, it is important to accurately characterize their temperature and frequency 

dependent properties to allow for an efficient design for specific noise and vibration 

control applications. This is the main goal of this thesis. 

Two kinds of experimental methods, DMA and VBT, were introduced in Chapter 2. To 

circumvent some of the limitations of the Standard clamped-free VBT, two alternative 

free-free setups were described in the Chapter. One of them, the free-free configuration for 

mobility measurement was used to obtain the input mobilities for optimization. Once the 

experimental input mobilities are obtained, a frequency response function based 

optimization method was used to determine the temperature and frequency dependent 

properties of viscoelastic materials. This optimization-based identification method was 

described in details in Chapter 3, together with numerical examples to validate its accuracy 
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and effectiveness. In Chapter 4, the proposed method was applied to a few real viscoelastic 

materials used in MPS configurations. The principal achievements and conclusions of this 

work are: 

A free-free setup for mobility measurement has been used to replace the traditional 

clamped-free setup for measuring the frequency response functions at various 

environmental temperatures. The used setup is easy to implement and can 

circumvent some of the drawbacks of the traditional clamped-free VBT. In this 

setup the input mobility is measured and is used to identify material properties, 

therefore the mass added by the impedance head and the connection between the 

impedance head and the beam must be considered. It has been noted that the added 

mass is a frequency dependent complex value. Using the Standard identification 

method for MPS panels, the used free-free setup for mobility measurement was 

found to have comparable accuracy compared to the traditional clamped-free setup. 

Also compared to the traditional clamped-free setup, the used free-free setup is 

easy to implement (point loaded beam) and model (numerically and analytically). 

The temperature ranges of the test using the free-free setup are limited to the 

operation temperature range of the shaker (from 0°C to 40°C). However, this 

problem can be solved by (i) applying the temperature frequency superposition 

principle and (ii) designing a thermal isolated casing to protect the shaker. 

Using the VBT, the dynamic properties of core materials can be obtained by 

following the ASTM 756-04 Standard. However, for MPS panels, the results 

obtained from the Standard are scattered widely, which makes the creation of the 

accurate master curves difficult. Moreover, the accuracy of the results cannot be 

guaranteed due to (1) the low sensitivity of the resonances to the core properties 

(especially low order modes) and (2) the high damping level (high order modes). In 

addition, when the damping of the core is slight, the simulated input mobility may 

be sensitive to the damping of the base beams. In order to accurately identify the 

dynamic properties of viscoelastic materials, a frequency response function based 

optimization method has been proposed. The temperature and frequency dependent 

properties of viscoelastic materials are optimized by directly using the frequency 

response functions measured at several temperatures using the free-free setup for 

mobility measurement. A four-parameter fractional derivative model plus a three-
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parameter WLF equation are used to describe the temperature and frequency 

dependent behaviours of the viscoelastic core materials. Therefore, only seven or 

fewer parameters are optimized for the temperature and frequency dependent 

properties. The proposed optimization method is a frequency response function 

based model updating method. The objective function is based on the so-called 

amplitude correlation coefficient. The normal mode superposition method 

accounting for the added mass and the RKU equations for the equivalent properties 

of the sandwich were combined to calculate the frequency response functions 

(input mobilities). They were selected for reasons of accuracy and rapidity (both 

compared to FEM). The Pattern Search algorithm was used to find the optimum 

values for design parameters. This algorithm is a global optimization algorithm. It 

is less sensitive to the initial values of design parameters and can accurately 

converge to the global minimum of the objective function. It is obvious that the 

accuracy of the optimization method depends on the accuracy of the constitutive 

model which in turn describes the behaviours of the viscoelastic materials; it also 

depends on the accuracy of the model used to simulate the frequency response 

functions. The accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed method have been 

demonstrated using various numerical examples. 

• The proposed optimization method has the following advantages: 

o It is a frequency response function based optimization method; It does not 

require the baseline set of master curves established using traditional testing 

method and only requires the experimental frequency response functions; 

o It uses a global optimization algorithm that is less sensitive to the initial 

values of the design parameters; 

o It can converge the temperature and frequency dependent properties to 

optimum simply by updating a few parameters; 

o Its accuracy and effectiveness have been validated by numerical examples; 

o The creation of master curves is implicit (automatic) in the method. There is 

no need for a manual construction as is the case with the Standard; 

o In the MPS panels studied, this method is more rapid compared to the 

FEM-based method due to the RKU equations and normal mode 

superposition method. 
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• Applications to various MPS panels corroborate the accuracy of the proposed 

method. Compared to the scattered results obtained with the Standard method, the 

proposed optimization approach has demonstrated its effectiveness and accuracy. 

• However, with some MPS, the optimization method fails. The main reason for this 

is related to the failure of the four-parameter fractional derivative model to 

correctly describe the behaviours of these core materials. The constitutive model of 

the core material being a key parameter in this method, its selection is of 

paramount importance. The failure of the method can be also a sign that the core 

material is modified during the manufacturing process. This was not investigated in 

the present work. 

• The proposed identification methodology is generic. A solver based on RKU 

equations with the normal mode superposition method has been used. However for 

general boundary conditions, sophisticated geometries or composite structures 

(partial coverage; thick skins, plates ...) more general and accurate models (spectral 

finite elements, general laminate models or classical finite element models) are 

required. 

In summary, the proposed optimization method is a general method to determine the 

dynamic properties of viscoelastic materials. Using accurate experimental data, with an 

appropriate constitutive model for the viscoelastic materials, along with a solver, the 

optimization method may give the accurate dynamic properties of the viscoelastic 

materials. 

5.2 Future perspectives 

Although the free-free setup for mobility measurement and the optimization method can 

accurately find the dynamic properties of core materials of MPS configurations, there are 

still some issues to be addressed. The specific problems are: 

• Experiments: Due to the limitations of the operation temperatures of the shaker 

(Vibration Exciter B&K TYPE 4809), only the experimental transfer functions 

between 0°C and 40°C are obtained using the free-free setup for mobility 

measurement. As mentioned previously, this problem can be solved if the 

temperature frequency equivalence principle is applied. However, to accurately 
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identify the properties of core materials in MPS configurations or to validate the 

identified data at lower and/or higher temperatures, more experimental data outside 

the operation temperatures of the shaker are needed. A specially design of a 

thermal isolated casing to protect the shaker in an extended operational temperature 

range is therefore necessary; 

• Solver: The normal mode superposition method accounting for added mass and the 

RKU equations were used to calculate the transfer functions. The described 

approach is rapid and accurate for the studied configurations. However, as Hambric 

et al. (Hambric et al., 2007) have pointed out, the RKU method used to estimate 

loss factors of MPS beams assumes infinite flexural waves, two-dimensional 

behaviours and a viscoelastomer layer much softer than the base and constraining 

layers. The reference (Hambric et al., 2007) also compared the loss factors inferred 

by FE and RKU methods. It has been shown that the RKU simulations correspond 

well to the FE loss factors at intermediate frequencies and low temperatures while 

at high temperatures and low frequencies marked deviations of the RKU and FE 

simulations of the loss factors were observed due to the RKU assumption 

violations. Therefore, an effective FE method is needed to accurately describe the 

vibroacoustic performance of MPS. Recently, Amichi and Atalla (Amichi et al., 

2009) proposed a new 3D finite element to accurately simulate the dynamic 

behaviours of sandwich beams with a viscoelastic core. Its effectiveness and 

rapidity have been validated. It can be used as a solver for further research. 

• Constitutive Model of Viscoelastic Materials: The four-parameter fractional 

derivative model has been used in this thesis. As mentioned previously, its 

inappropriate choice can lead to inevitable errors. Moreover, a constitutive model 

sometimes may not correctly describe the behaviour of some materials in MPS 

configurations if the properties of the materials are changed due to the 

manufacturing process. Therefore, it is very important to choose or develop an 

appropriate model to correctly describe the behaviours of the viscoelastic materials. 

This work needs to be investigated systematically. 

• Model Updating: An important issue was not addressed in this thesis. It concerns 

the selection of the frequency points and their associated transfer function values 

which are used for optimization. In this thesis, the frequency points were selected 

so as to allow all modes of interest to be covered. At low frequencies, few 
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frequency points were selected, while at high frequencies, more frequency points 

were selected according to the sensitivity analysis. Therefore, many frequency 

points were selected to guarantee the accurate identification of properties. 

However, as Kwon and Lin (Kwon et al., 2004) have mentioned, more selected 

frequency points may not lead to more accurately identified results because many 

selected frequency points are dependent and cannot provide more information for 

identification. Furthermore, the dependent selected frequency points are a source of 

errors for identification and can slow down the optimization process. In the 

reference (Kwon et al., 2004), few independent optimum frequency points can lead 

to more accurate results. However, there is a limitation in the method mentioned in 

the reference (Kwon et al., 2004): the selection is dependent on the initial analytical 

parameters which should be close to their exact values. Consequently, the method 

in the reference (Kwon et al., 2004) is sensitive to initial values and can not be 

directly used in the present work. Therefore, it is very important to develop a new 

method to select a few optimum frequency points in the present optimization 

approach and to enhance its accuracy as well as time and cost effectiveness. 

Effect of Preload (Pre-stress or Pre-strain): The combined effects of temperature 

and frequency of the viscoelastic materials have been investigated in detail in the 

present work. However, there is another important issue that remains unaddressed 

in this thesis, namely the effect of preload (pre-stress or pre-strain) or the combined 

effects of temperature, frequency and preload. The difficulty lies how to model a 

pre-strained viscoelastic material and to extract the dynamic properties of the 

viscoelastic material with various pre-strains. Recently, the reference (Kergourlay 

et al., 2006) designed a new test rig to measure the complex shear modulus of a 

viscoelastic material under various pre-strains and studied the combined 

temperature, frequency and pre-strain effects using the temperature-frequency-pre-

strain equivalent assumption. Kim et al. (Kim et al., 2001, 2004) studied the 

viscoelastic constitutive model of rubber under small oscillatory load superimposed 

on large static deformation. It is in nature a theoretical and numerical (FEM) 

simulation of a DMA process for pure pre-strained viscoeoalstic materials. With 

VBT for a sandwich beam with pre-strained viscoelastic core, no effective 

theoretical or finite element models are found. There are a few difficulties about it: 

(a) how to model the constitutive relationship of a pre-strained viscoelastic material 

under vibration (This is the most important and difficult step in the research) (b) 
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how to consider this constitutive relationship in a sandwich beam and (c) how to 

use certain model updating method to study the dependence of the pre-strains on 

the complex modulus of the pre-strained viscoelastic materials etc. These are very 

important and interesting and worthy to systematically investigate in the future. 

The abovementioned perspectives are specific issues (some of them requiring further 

investigation) to be addressed in the future. These issues are the specific avenues following 

on the heels of the results obtained in this thesis. Addressing these issues will round out 

this work and provide systematic and in-depth knowledge for valuable applications in the 

automotive, railway and aerospace industries. 
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